
From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 "Lord, now lettest Thou Thy servant depart in Peace."   

 "Father, into thy hands, I commend My spirit." 

From  Anne Parker  to  Everyone: 

           

 

From  Rose Bates  to  Everyone: 

 Michael David Robbins, Your Flame returns to the One Flame, To the heart of the Sun, your true home 

you go. A father to many here on Earth you have been, now return to your Father’s Home. Joyous beyond 

measure is the clear void of Being, into that pure ecstatic Joy do you go! Love sublime, love enteral is your Home. 

 We hold the Sacred space, we lift you, we embrace you on this sacred journey, One cycle beginning 

another ending, one door closing another opening. 

 You are loved eternally, immensely, deeply and beyond all measure both here, there and everywhere. 

 Limitless Freedom is now yours, Supernal Light is now yours, Enteral Love is now yours, Boundless Joy is 

now yours, One Being-ness is now yours, Infinite 8 infinitude 8 you are 8! 

 

From  Rose Bates  to  Everyone: 

 To Tuija, Heidi, Brennon, Mark and the rest of the Robbins’ family,  Infinite love, joy and peace to all of 

you!    Thank you for this Vigil and being the Mid-wife to guide the birthing of Michael into the Light, beyond the 

Veil. May you take comfort in experiencing this beautiful Sacred Journey with him. OM          

 

From  Marianne Larsson  to  Everyone: 

 With a Silent Loving Heart and Blessings on your journey Thank you my Libra Friend and beloved Teacher 

Light Love 

 

From  Anna Sclar  to  Everyone: 

 Much  loved,   wonderful  Light...   always present in our  hearts.   So  painful    to miss  you,  dear  Michael. 

 

From  Vic  to  Everyone: 

 Infinitization of Selfhood. 

From  Anna Sclar  to  Everyone: 

 yes,  so  true   Michael   is Infinite  Selfhood...   Sending  Love  forever . 

 

From  Antonella  to  Everyone: 

 Our human minds and hearts will be orphans of your precious wisdom and loving kindness, dearest 

Brother. Infinitively,  “immortally” - I am you, you are me, parts of the Divine Self.            



 

From  Anna Papadaki  to  Everyone: 

 It is so painful on one hand, and on the other hand one can experience a deeper and wider contact with 

this Beautiful Soul. You still live in our hearts and in another dimension, continuing your selfless service to 

Humanity. Thank you for everything. I hope this society that was attracted around him, we, continue his work and 

remain united, and meet in group formation on mny occasions. We are together for his family in all this, and we 

hold their hand. 

 

From  Kenneth  to  Everyone: 

 Michael Robbins has been a beloved friend and teacher, a blazing sun of wisdom   

Much Gratitude, Love and Blessings to you 

 

From  Satu  to  Everyone: 

 “There is plenty of power for action, insight and boldness left in the world.  

 Repeat what I have said. 

 Make your own mark to the existence. 

 Don’t you dare to diminish yourself! 

 Join, come together! 

 Power is given to you every time you just focus on the privileged connection to realms of light.” 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 "Lord, now lettest Thou Thy servant depart in Peace."   

 "Father, into thy hands, I commend My spirit." 

 

From  Fred Safran  to  Everyone: 

 one life one soul 

 deep appreciation 

 blessings and thank you 

 om om Shanti Shanti om                          ✨                                                             ⭐ 

 

From  Minh Triet Moi  to  Everyone: 

 Rereading the letter you sent a few months ago, your wish was to have a talk with Vietnamese students, 

but illness and more urgent work prevented that wish from being fulfilled: 

 "I really would like to spend time with students directly--the Vietnamese Group and other groups in South 

America, Europe, USA etc. My days on the outer plane may be limited except for my Will to Persist--we will see. 

But there is so much to learn and to transmute, transform and transfigure So I rely upon Will and a 'little help 

from my Friends' With Brotherly Love and deep appreciation," 



 Perhaps Your Soul chooses the time in Aquarius to leave this World so that the next incarnation you will 

complete dharma as a World Serer. 

 With deep Brotherhood and Love, 

From  Duane Carpenter  to  Everyone: 

 BARDO THODOL 

 Evans Wentz Introduction 

 “This book is the first English language translation of the famous Tibetan death text, The Great  

 Liberation upon Hearing in the Intermediate State. Also known as the Bardo Thodol which means  

 "liberation by hearing on the after death plane"  

  It was originally written in the Tibetan language and is meant to be a guide for those who  

 have died as they transition from their former life to a new destination.” (Oxford University Press)  

  

            THE SOUNDLESS SOUND OF OM 

 “I would suggest here, that students accustom themselves to work in this manner, sounding the word 

audibly and with much frequency at the close of the morning meditation, but emphasizing in the early part that 

close attention to the inaudible hearing which will develop the sensitivity of the inner ear, the etheric ear.  Later, 

when the personal note or sound is established and the inner sound is sensed, there can be definite practice in 

blending 

 



 

From  Xâydựng Quêhương  to  Everyone: 

 We pray for divine blessings and bliss to M.D.R. on his return to the Original Source!        

 

From  Aggie Lim  to  Everyone: 

 Michael infinite love and divine blessings will carry you into the light. A life well lived in service of the 

plan. We who remain are blessed with your wisdom and teachings. From Hierarchy – “Merging into the waves of 

the Infinite, we may be compared to flowers torn away by a storm. How shall we find ourselves transfigured in the 

ocean of the Infinite? It would be unwise to send out a boat without a rudder. But the Pilot is predestined and the 

creation of the heart will not be precipitated into the abyss. Like milestones on a luminous path, the Brothers of 

Humanity, ever alert, are standing on guard, ready to lead the traveler into the chain of ascent”. 

 

From  Peg Rosenkrands  to  Everyone: 

 MDR's first quote in Infinitization of Selfhood: 

From  Peg Rosenkrands  to  Everyone: 

 That beyond which thereis nothing; which shines even above Maya, which again is superior to its to its 

effects, the universe.  The inmost Self of all, free from differentiation; the Real Self, the ExistencekKnowledge-Bliss 

Absolute; infinite immutable - that Brahman art thou, meditate on this in thy mind.    Vivekacudmani, Verse 263 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 "Lord, now lettest Thou Thy servant depart in Peace."   

 "Father, into thy hands, I commend My spirit." 

 

From  Anna Malliri  to  Everyone: 

 Michael David Robins, let the light guide you to the feet of the One whom you served all your life, by 

pouring the waters of Wisdom, Love and Power of the Aquarian Age to those who are thirsty and hence all 

humanity and Kingdoms. We are very grateful to the Lord of having you in our lives 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



From  BL  to  Everyone: 

 

 THE CHALICE  (From the Rays and Initiation, p768) 

 The lower chalice rises like a flower of colour dark or somber.  Dull it appears to the outer vision, but 

within a light will sometime shine and shatter the illusion. 

 Chalice the second rises from out the lower sheath as does the flower from out the calix green.  Of colour 

rose it is, and many shades thereof; and to the onlooker it seems as if the colour might transcend the inner 

shining light.  But this is but illusion which time itself dispels. 

 Chalice the third surmounts all and opens wide in time its outspread petals.  Blue does it appear and 

blends with the rose, forming at first a deep impenetrable shade which shuts out the light. 

 Within the three, deep hidden in the heart, tiny at first yet ever waxing greater, shines the light divine.  

This light, through radiating heat and innate divine vibration, constructs for itself a sheath of iridescence.  It 

emerges from the threefold chalice as a floating bubble alights on a flower. 

 Within this iridescent sheath burns the inner Flame, and in its turn it burns out the lower gross material.  

E'en as the Path is neared, clearer the light shines out.  Forth through the chalice gross and dark that forms the 

foundation shines the light supernal, till all who see the radiation cry out within themselves:  "Behold, a God is 

here." 

 Forth from the chalice rosy red shines the inner glow, till soon the red of earth desire becomes the glow 

of heaven's fire, and all is lost save aspiration that shades not the cup with karmic colour. 

 Forth from the chalice blue shines and glows the inner light divine till all the forms are burnt and gone, 

and naught is left save one divine abstraction.  Naught but the shells remain below, naught but the forms for use, 

and at the culmination what strange event is seen?  Tarry, O Pilgrim, at the strange appearance, with bowed head 

watch the progress of the fire.  Slowly the chalice threefold merges into an altar, and from that triple altar mounts 

the fire unto its Source.  As mounts and spreads the inner flame, the beauty of the central sphere, lit with a 

radiance white, causes the worlds to stand and cry:  "Behold, a God is here." 



 Ever the flames mount higher, ever the warmth streams forth, till—in the moment of the hour set—the 

flame destroys all, and all is gone, the work of ages passes, in a moment, into nothingness. 

 But forth from the fourfold fire, up from the altar of the ages, springs the Liberated One, the Flame.  Back 

to the fire of Cosmos springs the dual flame.  Into the Three is absorbed the essence, and becomes one with its 

Source.  The Spark becomes the Flame, the Flame becomes the Fire, and forms part of the great Cosmic blaze that 

holds the secret of the Five hidden within the heart. 

 

From  Maria Cristina Donnadieu  to  Everyone: 

 "...entrance into greater Life."...into greater resonance with His beloved Masters...into (dare I say)  

greater Joy.  A Joy (as tears flow) to honor this most sacred, magical time.  With great Heart bursting thankfulness, 

Michael, for the companionship/Community of Heart.  Deep, profound, gratitude, Michael 

 

From  Adrienne Barkla  to  Everyone: 

 Remembering the many years of classes and conferences in Australia back in the ESCEF days, immersed in 

the teachings, practising and performing your rituals - and later in New Zealand and the USA. Thank you Michael 

for everything. There is no separation is there. 

 

From  Asha’s iPad  to  Everyone: 

 Lots of love dearest Michael. Thank you for all that you are and all that you do. I am so grateful I was with 

you and Tuija in Dec 2019 for Festival week. My chairs view was what is on the screen right now. You helped me 

see that I DO have first ray will. Even though it is higher up somehow. Blessings Peace and togetherness always in 

the Oneness. Thank you for your legacy. Lots of love. I love you                

 

From  Nathalie Rawat  to  Everyone: 

 Though I have never met you Michael in person, as a student of the Ancient Wisdom, I have learned and 

gained so much from you. I am quite moved by this moment of your transition, the beauty and peace of it all, the 

sharing of it with all of us all over the world. May your transition be filled with light, love and power. Thank you 

for all you have given all your students, including me. Your ripples of love and illumination will reach out for 

generations to come. We are all connected within the One. Bless you and your family always           ✨ 

 

From  Andrea Ross  to  Everyone: 

 So grateful for the understanding, clarity and brilliance that you shared with us all. Surrounding you and 

your family with love and peace in the wonder of it all             

 

From  Adam A. DeFranco  to  Everyone: 

 To Michael and friends-to be touched by a soul, by a disciple close to the Christ is a wonderful thing which 

last a lifetime- this dear brother who I spent many and day and hr with has gone on to higher work- undoubtedly 

to assit in the Ext and Reappearance- so be it brother Godspeed on to other forms of work and vision 



 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you ever so much for being here and holding this sacred space for one of the most beautiful men I 

have ever met. 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 "Lord, now lettest Thou Thy servant depart in Peace."   

 "Father, into thy hands, I commend My spirit." 

 

From  Jan Oliveira  to  Everyone: 

 its a priviledge to share this Sacred time. 

 

From  Tania Belfort  to  Everyone: 

 Some men are destined to pass away - Others are destined to forever stay in our hearts and minds. 

 

From  BL  to  Everyone: 

 Let Light and Love and Power continue to shine through you for the next part of your journey.  It was 

wonderful to know you and see that light shining through all the tireless work you have given us.  Peace be with 

you on the rest of your journey, dear one. 

 

From  Tania Belfort  to  Everyone: 

 MICHAEL ROBBINS IS SUCH A PERSON - FOREVER PRESENT, OMNISCIENT AND OMNIPOTENT - PURE 

LIGHT, LOVE AND SPIRITUAL POWER.....I CANNOT HAVE ANOTHER ATTITUDE THAN GRATITUDE FOR HIS 

CONSTANT KINDNESS AND ORIENTATION TO ALL OF US WITH EQUANIMITY AND WISDOM. Tania Belfort 

 

From  neysa  to  Everyone: 

 Love & Light Brother 

 

From  Joke Gielen  to  Everyone: 

 In deep reverence and humility. Infinite love and gratitude for his huge dedication to us and humanity 

always with love and compassion. Much love and strenght to Tuija and his family 

 

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

 We know Michael will continue on through this sangha, his teachings, writings, connections and much 

more… including the memory of the sound of his resonant voice, and laugh. Love to the whole family, children, 

grandchildren 



From  Heike Bobert  to  Everyone: 

 so much gratitude, there is peace, love and joy and lots of light           Thank you Michael, thank you all 

 

From  Y  fin  to  Everyone: 

 Blessings Thankyou Divine for giving Moksha to Our dear Brother Michael                                            

 

From  dorthe  to  Everyone: 

 Dearest Michael, dearest brother, dearest brother in brotherhood - deepest love and gratitude for all of 

your shared wisdom, love, care and laughter, and for your ongoing service and perseverance. Its been a profound 

blessing and inspiration having met you - Thank you. May love and wisdom always follow you             

 

From  Jan Oliveira  to  Everyone: 

 ⊙ Infinitude ⊙♡⊙ 

 

From  Rose Bates  to  Everyone: 

 Love you Infinitely        

 

From  Joke Gielen  to  Everyone: 

          

 

From  Cherie Peterson  to  Everyone: 

 Truly a Galactic Celebration of this loving, brilliant, wise, dedicated, ceaselessly educating brother of ours. 

Infinite Gratitude and Love for all that you are and all that you give. Now and Forever. 

 

From  gloriavonganski  to  Everyone: 

       

 



 



 

 

From  Winni  to  Everyone: 

 Endless Gratitude for your Loving loving Servise to Humanity Michael, and for your loving kindness in the 

present moment 

From  Winni  to  Everyone: 

 wich will impregnate the space infinity 

 

From  Ishtar Presnell  to  Everyone: 

 Dearest Brother Michael, your shining light, your guiding truths have been a lighthouse to so many on the 

path.  You have given so much from your heart and mind to better our world which will continue in all who have 

been touched by a loving, joyful, kind teacher that you are.  A part of you will live on in our fond memories as you 

go to the place your Higher Self wills.  My love, gratitude and appreciation for the wonderful esoteric teacher you 

are.  May the Angels surround you in this next part of your journey home, may love, light, bliss surround you.  

Your life is a golden thread in that great Tapestry of God and it runs deep.  Thank you for all you have done and 

shared - I love and appreciate you                          everlasting peace and light be with you, fly free brother Michael 

into the light of God. 

 

From  Anna Sclar  to  Everyone: 

 The great  I  AM  -  Unforgettable https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2HSt7LWsm-A 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2HSt7LWsm-A


 

 

From  Meire Santos  to  Everyone: 

 Dear beloved Teacher, you stay with us forever      

 

 

 



From  María Rosa Valdevell  to  Everyone: 

 May your path of return to our House in Heaven be full of Light, Love and Power. May your dear voice, 

Michael, be heard in Heaven as it was on Earth. My heartfelt and sincere gratitude for your endless Work, 

dedication, compassion, understanding and unconditional Love. You leave a deep mark in our hearts, touched 

forever with your loving example. 

 

From  Martha Gallahue  to  Everyone: 

 You have achieved much,  Dearest Michael.,  and reached far.    We count on your assistance from the 

other side.   Onward together to 2025. 

 

From  Bayo Oladele  to  Everyone: 

 Dear friend and teacher. Thank you for everything. Thank God for the privilege of knowing you. Indeed 

you were poured out through your teachings, your writings and your books. Thank you. Peace Peace Peace. 

 

From  Antonette Du Toit  to  Everyone: 

 Infinite Gratitude, Infinite Love, Infinite Light, and Infinite Blessings on your Journey                     

 

From  Weniger Yvonne  to  Everyone: 

 DEAR MICHAEL, I WILL MISS YOU TERRIBLY BUT I GUESS DK NEEDS YOU MORE THAN WE DO RIGHT NOW. 

THANK YOU FOR ALL THE TEACHING AND GUIDANCE AND LOVE AND PATIENCE YOU HAVE SHOWN ME OVER THE 

PAST MANY YEARS.    WITH LOVE AND PRAYERS, YVONNE 

From  RISA D  to  Everyone: 

 Our Esoteric Astrological Group stands in vigil for Michael…a Teacher Mentor & Guide for so many. We 

stand in love, recognition & respect for the transition of a Teacher, seeing the Hierarchy in waiting for his Soul to 

ascend. This will be the first transitioning of a contemporary Teacher in the Esoteric field. It will be a shock for 

many. We hold all those affected by Michael’s transition, his family & friends in the healing room. Om Mani 

Padme Hum. Risa 

 

From  helen  to  Everyone: 

 Blessings & Love to our wonderful teacher & soul...…You will be missed on the earth plane. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



From  Bayo Oladele  to  Everyone: 

 I have fought the good fight, I have finished the race, I have kept the faith. 8 Now there is in store for me 

the crown of righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous Judge, will award to me on that day—and not only to 

me, but also to all who have longed for his appearing. 2 Timothy 4:7-8.  

 Undoubtedly, you have fought the good fight... 

 Peace  Peace  Peace. 

 

From  jo  to  Everyone: 

 when you are ready, dearest Michael, go home with our highest love and blessing... 

 

From  Anne Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Deep gratitude to you, Michael, for your generosity of wisdom.  And for your wonderful sense of humor 

along the way.  I have learned so very much from you.  Many, many blessings and lots of love to you. So deeply 

happy to have met you.            

 

From  Karen Johannsen  to  Everyone: 

 Well done thy good and faithful servant. Peace on your way, dear Michael. 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 "Lord, now lettest Thou Thy servant depart in Peace."   

 "Father, into thy hands, I commend My spirit." 

 

From  Uriana  to  Everyone: 

             

 

From  Peter Walstra  to  Everyone: 

 Dear Michael, from the moment I first met you I was struck by your solemn presence and dedication to 

the Teachings.. but also your humor! You have been a shining Light for many and I send you all my blessings on 

your continued Journey. Much love and peace to you           

 

From  Halina Bak-Hughes  to  Everyone: 

 We Are With You, dearest Michael, now and in the worlds to come ....  Halina and Sheldon 

 

 



From  Lisa Love  to  Everyone: 

 Gratitude for all the light and love you shared here and the increased light and love you share as you 

move into the greater light of BE-NESS and Infinitude. 

From  Lisa Love  to  Everyone: 

 Mantrams for the Infinist from Infinitization of Selfhood by Michael.  I AM THAT I AM.   NONE is One and 

One is NONE.  Always this, Always that... always, always, always.       

 

From  Katherine O'Brien  to  Everyone: 

 Much gratitude for setting the example of living in right proportion in humility and unwavering service.  

And your wonderful voice.  Much love 

 

From  Diana Bolbochan  to  Everyone: 

 Gratitude and Honor to Whom today the Masters call to continue in the Service of the Christ and our 

Blessed SK. His Flights we can hardly imagine but surely He will leave the sonorous traces of his laughter and the 

colors of his Intelligent Love radiating upon us, so that again, perhaps it will be easy and permitted for us to 

recognize Him and continue our new climb to the higher realms of God.His Flights we can hardly imagine but 

surely he will leave the sonorous traces of his laughter and the colors of his Intelligent Love radiating over us, so 

that again, perhaps it will be easy and permitted for us to recognize Him and continue our new climb to the higher 

realms of God. 

 Peace be with you on your new adventure of Light, Love and Power! 

 

From  Liane Barreto  to  Everyone: 

 Beloved Master, Brazilian students are very grateful for your effort and dedication in transmitting the 

Great Wisdom to us. Your Light will never go out. We share love and peace to you. 

 

From  Joanna White USA  to  Everyone: 

 Dearest Michael & Tuija and the entire Robbins family, you are surrounded in the light of love, the angels 

bless you all and will guide Michael to his next level of service.   You have touched so many and will continue on as 

we will hear your voice in our hearts and minds for the rest of this life and beyond.   Blessings for your 

continuation into an even greater light of service.  With deep appreciation for your love and for your teaching.  

And most of all for your acceptance of my desire to serve.   With deepest gratitude and appreciation….           

 

From  Lisamay Sommer  to  Everyone: 

 I think back to DK Academy summer school we had in 2007-2009 in Denmark where I met you and Tuija 

(and more).  

 Those were some very enlightening days filled with love, wisdom, laughter music and good times. I will 

always think back with gratitude. Thank you        Love & Light on your new adventure       



From  Ann Veronica  to  Everyone: 

 All my love to you Michael. 

 

From  Martine Dupont  to  Everyone: 

                   Gratitude 

 

From  nienke roeterdink  to  Everyone: 

 Dear Michael thank you for all your wisdom. Thank you for your service to humanity. 

 

From  Dot Maver  to  Everyone: 

 Mary Ann Casalino sends her love to all and we are praying for Michael, deep peace, Dot 

 

From  atdan  to  Everyone: 

 Best Restoration Michael to the Eternal  East and to the Everlasting Light and wishes for Initiation forward 

ahead. In gratitude and lots of love. Athina 

 

From  David Hopper  to  Everyone: 

 Michael, God speed and an Enlightened Journey! 

 

From  Jeremy Condick  to  Everyone: 

 With thoughts of sacred peace and onward service. JPC. 

 

From  Charles Close  to  Everyone: 

 Rejoice in Liberation and a Confident Grace with Many Blessings for a Mission Well Done! See you soon 

Michael, Thank You with Heart Felt Gratitude. 

 

From  Hồ MinhQuang  to  Everyone: 

 February 7, 2022. I cried so hard when I heard the news that maybe… just tomorrow, the beloved Master 

MDR won't be able to get over his fatal illness. I know all the theories about death, but I still feel 

miserable…Teacher, I'm studying English by myself so that one day I hope to hear from you, but that fantasy has 

disappeared. So I cry and mourn you because of my selfishness? I often listen to his lectures in the last days, there 

he choked, because of cough, because of many pains, but still struggled to chant the syllable OM, but over the 

years, I still follow you to ring so sacred, so loving. My heart aches when I see it all, yet I still yearn and pray that I 

can still hear directly from you. I'm selfish. Now and tomorrow? Selfishness can't do anything. Now I'm as inert as 



a lost soul. I can't write the Report. I can't do anything. I won't cry anymore, Teacher, I open the old Webinar You 

are still there, but why can't I connect with you?? 

From  Hồ MinhQuang  to  Everyone: 

 15/2/2022 I understand, Dear Teacher….You are always with MF, with your beloved Tujia and family, with 

us MFVN students, you are moving to the next step. , shining in love and service like more than half a century ago 

and much more. So many Webinars, so many of your books, so many of your lectures and pictures, your message 

to Master Lam Van Kiet about the MFVN group is still there…still alive, still lovingly guiding them. I seek Divine 

Wisdom and follow in the footsteps of the Masters. Dear Teacher, I am deeply grateful that language has become 

impotent... 

 

From  Aurea  to  Everyone: 

 Sending Light and lovingly sustaining the Soul returning home. Gratitude for all you are Michael Robbins, 

teacher, leader, father, husband, brother and Human Been. AC 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 "Lord, now lettest Thou Thy servant depart in Peace."   

 "Father, into thy hands, I commend My spirit." 

 

From  Jem Collins  to  Everyone: 

 Light and Love illuminate your path onwards, Michael. Thank you beyond words, for sharing your 

immense wisdom with us. Truly you have served. Be in peace now. 

 

From  Hồ MinhQuang  to  Everyone: 

 7/2/2022. Em đã khóc quá trời khi biết tin rằng có khi … chỉ ngày mai thôi, Thày MDR kính yêu sẽ không 

qua được bệnh hiểm nghèo. Em biết mọi lý thuyết về cái chết, nhưng em vẫn thấy khổ quá…Thày Hiệu trưởng ơi, 

em đang miệt mài tự học tiếng Anh để có ngày em hy vọng sẽ nghe được thày giảng, nhưng mộng ảo ấy vụt biến. 

Vậy là em khóc và thương tiếc Thày cũng vì cái vị kỷ của em hay sao? Em thường nghe những bài giảng của Thày 

trong những ngày cuối cùng nhất, ở đó Thày nghẹn lại, vì ho, vì nhiều sự đau đớn mà vẫn gắng sức xướng lên linh 

tự OM mà những năm qua, em vẫn theo Thày  để ngân rung thật thiêng liêng, đằm thắm. Lòng đau thắt khi chứng 

kiến tất cả, vậy mà em vẫn mong mỏi khẩn cầu em còn được nghe trực tiếp từ Thày. Em thật ích kỷ. Giờ đây và 

ngày mai ư? ích kỷ cũng chẳng làm gì được. Giờ này em trơ trơ như người mất hồn. Em không viết được Phúc 

trình. Em không làm được gì cả. Em sẽ không khóc nữa, Thày ơi, em giở Webinar cũ Thày vẫn còn đó đấy thôi, mà 

sao em không kết nối được với Thày?? 

I cried so much when I found out that maybe... Only tomorrow, dear MDR, will not survive the serious illness. I 

know all the theories about death, but I still feel so miserable... Headmaster, I'm working myself to learn 

English so that one day I hope to hear you, but that fantasy has disappeared. So you cry and mourn you for 

your selfishth? I often listen to your sermons in the last days, where you choke, because of coughing, because 

of many pains and still try to sing om spirit that over the years, I still follow you to vibrate spiritually, deeply. It 

hurts to see it all, and yet I still wish I could hear directly from you. You're selfish. Now and tomorrow? 

Selfishness can do nothing. Now I'm as inert as a soulless person. I can't write a report. I can't do anything. I 

won't cry anymore, Master, I turned the old Webinar you're still there, why can't you connect with you?? 



 

From  Hồ MinhQuang  to  Everyone: 

 15/2/2022 Em đã hiểu rồi ạ, thưa Thày giáo kính yêu….Thày vẫn luôn luôn ở bên MF, bên cô Tujia yêu dấu 

và gia đình thân yêu, bên học viên MFVN chúng em, Thày đang chuyển đến bước tiếp theo, toả sáng trong tình 

yêu và phụng sự như hơn nửa thế kỷ qua và còn nhiều hơn thế nữa. Bao nhiêu Webinar, bao nhiêu sách của Thày, 

bao nhiêu lời giảng và hình ảnh của Thày, lời Thày nhắn nhủ với Thày Lâm Văn Kiệt về nhóm MFVN  vẫn mãi còn 

đó ạ…vẫn sống động, vẫn đằm thắm tận tình dẫn dắt chúng em tìm đến Minh triết thiêng liêng và theo bước các 

Chân sư. Xin gửi đến Thày giáo kính yêu lòng biết ơn sâu sắc mà ngôn ngữ đã trở thành bất lực mất rồi... 

I understand, Dear Teacher... You are always with MF, with my beloved Tujia and my dear family, with our 

MFVN students, you are moving on to the next step, shining in love and service as more than half a century 

and more. How many Webinar, how many books of you, how many teachings and pictures of you, your 

message to Mr. Lam Van Kiet about the MFVN group is still there... still alive, still dedicated to leading us to 

the sacred Wisdom and follow in the footsteps of the Masters. To the teacher, I love the deep gratitude that 

language has become powerless... 

 

From  Uriana  to  Everyone: 

 <3 I am deeply greatful for you ,  and all that you have done for us .I am sending many heartfelt thoughts 

to you Michael and your family,friends,fellow brothers and sisters of the Greatwork  . you have been my one and 

only all time favorite human in the history of ever ,  , yours truely and in service all always Love from Uriana  

 

From  Charlotte Wirstedt  to  Everyone: 

 My warmest love and thoughts to You Michael who has lead so many thirsty men to the Water             

and to all of your Family                               Thank you for sharing Michael     love & light               

 // Charlotte, Sweden 

 

From  Leia  to  Everyone: 

 Many Blessings Dearest Michael, Tuija and all the family. Michael your Love ,Wisdom and Light has 

illumined, helped speed our journey and open our hearts. Deep ongoing gratitude. The mountain beckons Auld 

Lang Syne. 

 

From  Anh Nguyen  to  Everyone: 

 Recall Michael's words in an article "COURAGE AND CONFIDENCE ANYONE" related to Aquarius and 

Saturn "And let us remember that Saturn, the Lord 

 of Pressure is equally the Lord of Opportunity. 

  And, these days, Saturn is found in the sign 

 Aquarius -- the sign of group creativity and 

 group progress, the sign of the New Era. So all 

 progressive groups in the world, and, among 

 them, the global esoteric group, are being 

 called to accountability."..."And surely there is within each of us a willingness to do our best, to play our 

part in 



 the Divine Plan to the best of our ability." 

  

 Michael has lived a live of COURAGE AND CONFIDENCE that all of us admire. We will make his work 

continues with our best. 

  

 Deep gratitude to Michael, a great esoteric teacher. Love to Tuija and Michael's children. 

 

From  Julia Tarnawsky  to  Everyone: 

 May love and light surround you Michael as you pass and in your new abode. Gratitude. Julia Tarnawsky 

 

From  rebecca   to  Everyone: 

               Full moon Blessings to Michael Tuija and Heidi as we in group formation go through this group 

    initiation with Michaels full entry into the Spiritual Worlds . His Healing is our Healing . His Initiation is ours as 

One Heart One group      Full moon Blessings. 

 

From  Jo  to  Everyone: 

 Dear Michael, I'm so grateful for you, your and Tuija's teaching, and the school itself.  Greg and I have 

listened to the first fifteen broadcasts you did on Telepathy and the Etheric Vehicle and will continue to listen to 

the more than fifty broadcasts in that series.  Also to other series we haven't gotten to.  You've left a legacy we 

cherish.  We are with you, dear spiritual friend, as you transition and count on your presence in our lives in the 

years beyond.  Much love, dear heart. 

 

From  rebecca   to  Everyone: 

 SPIRIT OF GOD 

 FILL THOU ME  

 FILL ME IN MY SOUL 

 TO MY SOUL GIVE STRENGTH  

 STRENGTH ALSO TO MY HEART  

 MY HEART THAT SEEKS FOR THEE 

 SEEKS THEE WITH EARNEST LONGING 

 LONGING TO BE WHOLE AND WELL  

 WHOLE AND WELL AND FULL OF                            COURAGE  

                                     

                        COURAGE  

 THE GIFT FROM THE HAND OFGOD 

                     SPRIT OF GOD 



                     FILL THOU ME  

                                      

From  457870  to  Everyone: 

 MIchael - I want to give thanks to you for ll the work you have done over the years. You have had no 

hestitations and you have had all the faith that we your followers could understand what you were teaching. You 

ahve been a fantastic teacher - thank yoy! 

 

From  Debbi Lyon  to  Everyone: 

 Every moment together a treasure beyond price. 

 

From  Maya Costley  to  Everyone: 

 Well said, Rebecca.     

 

From  Cherie Peterson  to  Everyone: 

 Many Great Ones in deep meditative ceremony now with sacred geometry connecting ultra-

dimensionally. So much respect and love. The heart expands. The doors Michael opened for us allow endless 

arisings. Blessings to Tuija, Heidi and so many in this time of transition.               

 

From  Lisa Love  to  Everyone: 

 Love that Rebecca 

 

From  Zenaide Moret  to  Everyone: 

 To Tuija and Michael's family, many blessings     . 

 To Michael with my sincere thanks…               

 " To the goodness of my teacher,  

 I owe this present and future bliss.  

 Without ceasing, I offer him my practice  

 As a sign of deep gratitude.” (Yogi Shabkar) 

 May you remain in the infinite light. 

 

From  JoAnn Hopper  to  Everyone: 

 May love and light surround you, Michael, as you peacefully make your transition. Many thanks for your 

selfless service in facilitating the plan through these many years. May prayers and blessings surround Tuija, Heidi, 

Matt, Brennon and your loving grandchildren!            

 

 



From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 "Lord, now lettest Thou Thy servant depart in Peace."   

 "Father, into thy hands, I commend My spirit." 

 

From  Uriana  to  Everyone: 

 <3  thank you so much for the updates. i am truely greatful to be able to read everyones thoughts and 

prayers here  

 

From  Bisi -️-️-        to  Everyone: 

 Divine Blessings to you Michael. Thank you for your service and generosity. 

From  Bisi -️-️-        to  Everyone: 

 I AM The Resurrection and The Life.  I AM The Resurrection and The Life.  I AM The Resurrection and The 

Life                                                          

 

From  rebecca   to  Everyone: 

 Thank you dear Tuija .                

 

From  Bisi -️-️-        to  Everyone: 

 The Great Invocation. 

 From the point of Light within the Mind of God: 

 Let light stream forth into the minds of men.  

 Let Light descend on Earth. 

 From the point of Love within the Heart of God: 

 Let love stream forth into the hearts of men.  

 May Christ return to Earth. 

 From the where the Will of God is known: 

 Let purpose guide the little wills of men.  

 The purpose which the Masters know & serve. 

 From the center which we call the race of men: 

 Let the Plan of Love & Light work out.  

 And may it seal the door where evil dwells. 

  



 Let Light & Love & Power restore the Plan on Earth       

 

From  Malvin Artley  to  Everyone: 

 Michael, it’s been a long road, Brother. Your legacy here is great, Rest in the bliss and the knowledge you 

have served well. But now you are needed elsewhere. We all wish you the very best on your new mission and we 

know you will approach it with the same determination and grace with which you have done this one. Those you 

leave behind have a firm foundation upon which to build. Go in peace. We all hold you in the greatest esteem and 

love. And as we say here in Italia, ci vediamo a dopo! 

 

From  kathryn davison  to  Everyone: 

 All love, blessings and gracious ease surround you and carry you onward, Brother Soul. 

 

From  Kathy Newburn  to  Everyone: 

 sending Light and Love to dear Michael as he so graciously did for all of us over many years.  have a good 

rest before you enter again into the wheel of life.        

 

 From  Aleksandr  to  Everyone: 

 Michael, you are going Home for now… We have to stay behind bit longer continuing our shift here… But 

knowing you, you will continue working remotely from Home        

 

From  Mary Belle Knudson  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you so much for being our spiritual teacher, Michael, you have given so much inspiration to 

become wisdom of our souls.  Your teachings will live forever in service to humanity.  Sending heartfelt 

compassion to your soul forever.  Much love to you Michael in your transition. 

 

From  Jurij  to  Everyone: 

 Love To Tuija and Michael's family...Gratitude Michael...Christ College of Trans-Himalayan Wisdom Akaroa 

New Zealand...Southern lights Centre...Orest Julia and Peter. 

 

From  rebecca   to  Everyone: 

                 

 

From  RISA D  to  Everyone: 

 A sacred time we are all sharing here together as part of the New Group of World Servers, in vigil with our 

brother, Michael. The Hierarchy looking on. Om. Risa 



From  rebecca   to  Everyone: 

 A     U     M 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 "Lord, now lettest Thou Thy servant depart in Peace."   

 "Father, into thy hands, I commend My spirit." 

 

From  Maria-Cristina  to  Everyone: 

 Much gratitude Michael for all your work. Much light on your way back to the father's home, you will be 

received there with music, for sure        .  Many blessings for Tuija and your whole family. You will be missed 

                   

 

From  Mechel Gallaway  to  Everyone: 

 Michael your timing is perfect like always. Such a powerful alignment to make your ascent, I will miss your 

incredible presence and oh that amazing mind of yours. I know you are infused with the Love Light and Power of 

the Christ as you make your journey. Love Always Mechel……May Peace surround your family today and 

throughout their journey adjusting to life without your continued blessed presence in form. 

 

From  Barbara Pennington  to  Everyone: 

 A precious, beautiful soul with glorious passion has regenerated ageless wisdom and created new 

rhythms and elegant shades of meaning.  The blessed teacher is now transforming the expression of truth to a 

subtle realm. Extraordinary gratitude that is vastly beyond what is able to be expressed. 

 

From  Brigid Murphy  to  Everyone: 

 May our beloved teacher and brother be surrounded by the love and light of the souls all of us who love 

him and treasure the opportunities he so selflessly provided us with. A contribution beyond measure. Gratitude 

beyond words. Fly home dear Michael. You are needed in the ashram now. God speed, until we meet again. 

 

From  Bisi -️-️-        to  Everyone: 

 God Bless You, Michael              You did your part. Thank you for your service and Love of Humanity 

             

 Let power attend the efforts of the Great Ones. 

 So let it be and help us to do our part                                   

 

 



From  Edward Schenet  to  Everyone: 

 Our Brother, our Teacher and our Friend, rest in the Love of Spirit. 

 

From  Walter Pullen  to  Everyone: 

      "There are moments when one feels free from one's own identification with human limitations and 

inadequacies. At such moments one imagines that one stands on some spot of a small planet, gazing in 

amazement at the cold yet profoundly moving beauty of the eternal, the unfathomable; Life and death flow into 

one, and there is neither evolution nor destiny; only Being." - Albert Einstein       

 

From  rebecca   to  Everyone: 

 Tuija and Heidi we are so Honoured to be included in this most Holy and Sacred moment . Thank you  

 BLESSINGS                 Siunauksia 

 

From  Jessica Baird  to  Everyone: 

 Dearest Soul Brother, Michael. Your presence in the physical world will be missed. Your influence, 

inspiration and light will ever grow and expand through us. Much love and blessings to Tuija and your family at 

this time of transition.              

From  Jessica Baird  to  Everyone: 

 Crossing over 

  The Onward Journey 

 You who are a bright light of soul brilliance  

  Shining like a million suns.  

 On Earth as in Heaven.  

  Forever threaded in soul, heart and mind... 

 We take the passed torch with joy and dedication 

  The electric fire of love burns bright, in us and in you. 

 Your voice, oh your voice, and what you said 

  A treasure to remember 

 Your sincere dedication, hard work and deep wisdom 

  Thankfully preserved in countless recordings! 

 From here we walk together, all of us. 

  Much work still to do, and we will carry on! 

 Best wishes as you go forth in transition and formless freedom. 

  It was a gift to know you. 

  It was a gift to learn from you. 

  It is a gift that will give infinitely. 

 

 



From  Sri Yantra Shanti  to  Everyone: 

 Dear Michael, beloved Teacher, I feel so blessed to have found you, only a short year or two ago, the most 

exciting heart-felt teacher I have experienced in this lifetime's memory … I am even grateful to lockdown Australia 

which sent me searching for online teachers … I have accessed many of your teachings on Makara, will continue to 

do so … thank you for these gifts on the physical plane, thank you for many more gifts on the inner planes. 

Blessings light and love to you in transition and to Tuija and family … xxx 

 

From  Peggy Smith  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you for Being in our lives. Thank you for the Everlasting Love, Knowledge, Wisdom, the Gifts of the 

Spiritual Life. Thank you and your families for we have been so blessed. 

 

From  Diane Nutter  to  Everyone: 

 Dear Michael, thank you for your life of teaching and service. We are grateful for the riches you shared, to 

help us connect with the One Soul. These riches live on in our minds and hearts, and in your webinars, writing and 

music. Naught is but Me. Bless you as you transition from the unreal to the Real, from darkness to Light, and from 

death to Immortality. Remembering the hymn “Be Still, My Soul”. With prayers that you, Tuija, Heidi, Matt, 

Brennon, and your dearest family and friends will be lifted on angels’ wings, filled with Love and Light, and blessed 

with Healing and Peace. OM                 

 

From  Walter Pullen  to  Everyone: 

      "...death is governed by the Principle of Liberation, and not by that of Limitation." (TWM p534) 

  

 ✨ Dearest Michael, radiant blessings to you as you "See the Greatest Light" and your journey continues 

and "infinitizes"!        Many blessings to Tuija and family who are still expressing through physical vehicles here on 

Earth and taking care of matters here.       With much appreciation for all that you have done, are doing, and most 

importantly are, and with deepest gratitude for all that you've taught, shared, and inspired in us and many others! 

         We are and will be with you again in future areas of expression, service, and evolution.      Brightest blessings 

and Love now and always!       

 

From  donnahemingson  to  Everyone: 

 Well done Dear One! 

 

From  Niklas Nihlén  to  Everyone: 

 "Hail brother of vast expanse, 

 Bringer of spiritual amplitude. 

 Extend thy embrace all comprehending 

 To the circumference of the great solar sphere. 

 That omniscience may prevail 

 In the understanding heart of human kind." 

 With deep gratitude and Love, Niklas 



 

From  Karen Johannsen  to  Everyone: 

 Island, by Aldous Huxley 

 “Dr. Robert slipped an arm under the emaciated body and lifted it into a 

 sitting posture. The head drooped sideways onto 

 his shoulder. 

 "My little love," he kept whispering. "My little love . . ." 

 Her eyelids fluttered open for a moment. "Brighter," came the barely 

 audible whisper, "brighter." And a smile of happiness intense almost to the 

 point of elation transfigured her face. 

 Through his tears Dr. Robert smiled back at her. "So now you can let 

 go, my darling." He stroked her gray hair. "Now you can let go. Let go," he 

 insisted. "Let go of this poor old body. You don't need it anymore. Let it fall 

 away from you. Leave it lying here like a pile of worn-out clothes." 

 ……. Go on, into the Light, into the peace, into the living peace of the 

 Clear Light ..." 

 

From  Simon  to  Everyone: 

 Condolances 

 

From  Kim Thuan  to  Everyone: 

 With Love and Light and Power              

 

From  Amma  to  Everyone: 

 Esteemed Brother Michael….You have helped to Inspire and Activate so many of us into a greater 

awareness of Life. Your helpful influence will reside in all of us Forever.  May you go gently into the Quiet 

Goodnight…rest up for a while…and return in your Aquarian Radiance when you are ready. We will all be Looking 

Out for You, and Each Other. Because of your tremendous efforts, we will all be far better equipped next time 

around to support the manifestation of Christ Consciousness throughout our World. Sending streams of 

Gratitude, Love and Light and Power to You for your approaching Truly Great Adventure. And Sending So Much 

Love to your esteemed family, close co-workers and students too. Amma Joy, Australia xoxoxo 

 

From  RISA D  to  Everyone: 

 Michael - pausing a bit - pausing for a bit and reviewing his life thus far, where he is now, where he was 

before, where he came from, the impact his life has had on others, the price, the toil, the toll of his decision to 

pursue the life he chose…all the while he is taking inventory of his life, determining his status as a member of the 

human race, & perhaps for the first time he feels a sense of mortality, wondering what, where, who he will be 

when it’s finally completed. The permanent atoms gathering all his experiences…allowing his personality to fall 

away, the angels gathering his Soul & taking him to the bardos…We who love him will follow him & direct him 

towards the Light of Day. Risa      



 

From  Pamela Lewis  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you Michael, for your lifetime of service, and the wisdom you have made accessible to our hearts 

and minds.  Blessings of love on your journey into the Light. Our love is ever present for you and your family. 

 

From  vln  to  Everyone: 

 This is the letter I sent to Michael today, not knowing he was to pass into the arms of his Master. Kindly 

read the following: 

From  vln  to  Everyone: 

 What a joyous day! Due to your love for The Tibetan, I thought you might enjoy knowing about the 

discovery of the planet he prophesied on EA page 308. See my note to Phillip Lindsay below. 

  

 Since you serve this Master so beautifully, I will ask you, together with other fellow esoteric astrologers, 

to meditate on a name for this new planet. Maybe the Tibetan will whisper in your ear. For posterity and to honor 

the Hierarchy, it must have the right name. [I think Richard Tarnas would call it Prometheus. Someone will have to 

ask him.] 

  

 All good wishes for your continued good health and much gratitude for all the work you do. 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 "Lord, now lettest Thou Thy servant depart in Peace."   

 "Father, into thy hands, I commend My spirit." 

 

From  Kiki Bill  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you Michael for all you have given - you have opened hearts.   Thank you.     Love and blessings to 

you and to your family 

 

From  vln  to  Everyone: 

 It would appear that the Tibetan will not be whispering in Michael's ear as to what to name the new 

planet. Michael will be hearing from the Master directly, as to the nature of this Divine Intermediary. Blessings to 

Michael! 

 

From  fredericandres  to  Everyone: 

 Gratitude and Blessings dear Esteemed Brother Michael. 

  Deep gratitude for your teaching and initiation, Your inspiration made us feeling that our soul is 

the sun by which our body is illumined every drop of instant any time in our life. 



  Your teachings triggered  our awareness that our soul can discover the realities of things, 

comprehend the peculiarities of beings, and p the knowledge of existence. All Knowledge and sciences come from 

the long experience and intelligence of our soul. 

  Our love of each instant is ever present for you and your family. 

  With Love, Light and Power 

  Frederic, Tokyo, Japan 

 

From  Daisy  to  Everyone: 

 Much love, admiration, deep gratitude and respect to our beloved Teacher Michael Robbins! May your 

way be full of Love and Light!                             

 

From  gabrielle herbertson  to  Everyone: 

 Now may our love open the way for you beyond this world,  as yours has for us in the midst of it…. 

 

From  Thomas Olson  to  Everyone: 

                       

 

From  Mark Metzger  to  Everyone: 

 Recently discovered Michael and began with this  wisdom barely a week ago.He Impressed upon me his 

looking forward to 2025 and I expected to be there with him. He has gone ahead and I will surely follow      God 

bless you Michael, wishing you a speedy journey to the light. :))                

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

               

 

From  RISA D  to  Everyone: 

 Thanks, Mikhael Crow…..from all of us. Risa 

 

From  Lori  to  Everyone: 

 Dearest Michael, I'm very happy to know that you are, during this time, at home, with Tuija by your side. 

 

From  Mark Metzger  to  Everyone: 

               



 

From  Lori  to  Everyone: 

 Michael, What can I say that I haven't said before. In these teachings, you are larger than life; your work in 

Identifying As Being attest to that fact! You taught me that love and sacrifice leads to liberation. You embody 

these attributes Michael, to the highest! Let freedom be yours! May you soar on the wings of the Spirit!!! Just a 

note from Michael's remarkable work in IAB: Infuception - 'Be' whatever you perceive, but not in form 

(personality) or quality (soul), but in Essence (Monad). I, We, Love you Michael...you are it!!! 

 

From  Lisa Love  to  Everyone: 

           

 

From  Francesca Acacia  to  Everyone: 

 even if i did not know you personally, you managed to influence my life deeply, i listen to your webinar 

almost daily. thanks a lot for your teaching... good journey home in the light. with deep gratitude for your service 

toward humanity            Francesca Acacia 

 

From  Meg Tscharke  to  Everyone: 

 Michael so many fond memories of many hours of study & ritual practice & meditations & conversations.  

Your contributions to the esoteric comminuty to the students & your faithful committment to the Ageless 

Wisdom work have been profound & your legacy lives on.  May in your transition in Aquaruis  into Aquarius bring  

even more inner clarity & wisdom!  If is was by will alone that you could reach that milestone of 2025 you would 

have made it in this physical plane. That is not meant to be! You will make it on the Inner planes, that is unless 

you somehow are rebirthed anew to be back here by then on the earthly planes! One wonders what rebirth you 

will have, and how many of us may be around to meet you again! And will we know you?! Much love& 

compassion on your jurney. to Tuija, Heidi & your family! 

 

From  Cynthia Najim  to  Everyone: 

 Michael, You are a treasure to this world and far, far, beyond. Through your pure perspectives, 

unwaivering dedication, and rich resonant voice, these sacred teachings have become even more accessible. This 

groundswell of truth and adherance is expanding. With gratitude, light, and love... 

 

From  Meg Tscharke  to  Everyone: 

 Barry also send his loving thoughts & prayers & we will always remember our journey & the challenges of 

Mt Sanna! 

 

From  Diane Adams  to  Everyone: 

               



From  rebecca   to  Everyone: 

 7.40 am in Finland as we on this call right now marvel at the Blue Light in the window of the Temple of 

Silence         of the dawn . Feeling the Peace . 

 

From  Lori  to  Everyone: 

 Beautiful Rebecca, I wish I was in Finland! 

 

From  Glenn Mullin  to  Everyone: 

 An ocean of prayers, an ocean of gratitude, and an ocean of transformative deeds. 

 

From  rebecca   to  Everyone: 

 As we watch the sun rise through the windows of The Temple of Silence , the blue light of the dawn , I 

offer this sunrise       prayer from Omraam  

 ‘As the sun rises over the world, so may the Sun of truth, freedom, immortality and eternity, rise in my 

spirit. 

 ‘As the sun rises above the world, so may the Sun of love and immensity rise in my soul. 

 ‘As the sun rises above the world, so may the Sun of intelligence, light and wisdom rise in 

my intellect. ‘As the sun rises above the world, so may the Sun of gentleness, kindness, joy, happiness and purity 

rise in my heart. ‘As this luminous, radiant sun rises over the world, so may the Sun of strength, power, force, 

dynamic energy and activity rise in my will. ‘And as this luminous, radiant, living sun rises over the world, so may 

the Sun of health, vitality and vigour rise in my body. ‘Amen. So be it, for the kingdom of God and his 

righteousness. ‘Amen. So be it, for the glory of God.’ 

 

From  Mark Metzger  to  Everyone: 

               

 

From  Rose Bates  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you Michael for digging deep, penetrating with your mind deep into the very depths of the works 

of Alice and the Tibetan, bringing forth diamonds from the abstract and obtuse, bringing to the comprehendible 

light of day, where the richness of these pearls of wisdom can shine forth from the obscure  ever so brighter! 

 It has been such an honor knowing you in the physical, and the beautiful community of spiritual FAMILY 

that has gathered around.  My heart is eternally grateful! Love you so much, until we meet again!     

 

From  Cynthia Najim  to  Everyone: 

        We are one. 

 



From  Stephen  to  Everyone: 

 Dear Michael, dear Brother, 

 I am deeply saddened to bid You farewell.  

 For over thirty years, You have been my teacher on the physical plane, from the first Australian MSE to 

the many hours (perhaps thousand of hours?) of your video lectures, to your conferences and your books, which I 

have poured over for so long that the pages are falling out. 

 Great has been your contribution. 

 Great indeed, and rare is your soul.  

 Few have ever achieved what you have achieved in this Life, within yourself. 

 Your passing is akin to the passing of a great saint, a world teacher, and this is no exaggeration.  

 This I know. There are no secrets between us.  

 There is no death, but nevertheless, I shall miss your lectures and our private correspondences, your 

wisdom, your insight, your Great Mind, your Identification with the One, and your compassion.   

 Go in Peace Brother. We shall meet again. 

Zenaide Moret to  Everyone: 

 

 

From  Mark Metzger  to  Everyone: 

              



From  Esther  to  Everyone: 

 Lord of Love  

 You are with us in every transition and change. 

 Dear Michael, 

 As we enter into this new era with sadness and even some anxiety, we also have excitement at your next 

journey, 

 we recall your deep compassion, presence, and abounding love. 

 We thank you for the gifts, talents and skills with which you have blessed and helped us to discover. 

 We thank you for the experiences that have brought us to this moment. 

 We thank you for the service you gave and the passion you brought to the  breadth and depth of our our 

own work. 

 Lord of Love - Be with Michael as he moves forward, We will be rejoicing with you, Michael. We will 

support one another in this time of change. 

 We ask this in your Holy Name, Dear Lord of Love 

 OooMmmmmm 

 

From  Stephane Chollet  to  Everyone: 

 have a safe journey Michael       Thank you for your service 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 "Lord, now lettest Thou Thy servant depart in Peace."   

 "Father, into thy hands, I commend My spirit." 

 

From  Marie  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you so much, Michael, for your exceptional and wonderful contribution to the work here. Go gentle 

into the light. OM, OM, OM. 

 

From  Annes iPad  to  Everyone: 

 Dear Michael, 

 Thank you for all your knowledge, wisdom and inspiration. You changed our lives. 

 In Love, Light and Power on your journey. 

 Much love D.K.College, Denmark 

 

From  Chandra Easton  to  Everyone: 

 God be with you.  Much gratitude for the decades of service to the Light Divine. 

 



From  Maria Mikhailas  to  Everyone: 

 May the light of the Master guide you effortlessly and swiftly through the bardos, Michael, into the Heart 

of the Great One. The love and gratitude of a thousand aspirants and disciples go with you.            

 

From  Joanna White USA  to  Everyone: 

 Beloved Michael, We all stand with you, Tuija, Heidi and your entire family….we are one with you dear 

brother of light.  This morning came to me from the Master M’s Fiery World 1935, 40:  “Only after a long search 

do we find that which belongs to the spirit and the heart.  Only lengthy quests lead to crowning.”   Yours, my dear 

will truly lead to a “Crowning” as so many in our world benefited from your wisdom and light….may you travel 

lightly and far to the heart of God.   OM! 

 

From  Tuija Robbins  to  Everyone: 

 Our Beloved Friends, Thank You Thousands of Times for your caring notes. We are reading them to 

Michael. Thank you for the flowers which have arrived with deep Love by you. We will place the flowers in the 

Temple. We will send you after this has come to the earthly last breath images with little note. Those, who want 

to send flowers our address is Rauhalantie 50, 02440 LUOMA, Finland, the phone you need to that is +358 400 

615220. Or maybe you want to give a donation for the work... Which ever way you want is up to you. The only 

thing I am asking from you is to stand now strongly TOGETHER, without grief or worry. We all are in this huge 

movement of Hierarchy and the last years of the Forerunner. Let us mourn personally after this Sacred Time is 

over, but now let us stand still in the Circle of Transition. Respecting the Mooving Pilgrim with gratitude. This is a 

Great, Blessed Time to All of us to become more United, more Willing, more Accepting, more Available, more 

Understanding ...witnessing the MYSTERY. 

 

From  Diana Brasil Pedral Sampaio  to  Everyone: 

 Love, love, love 

 

From  Tuija Robbins  to  Everyone: 

 Where ever Two or More...and we are more, let us offer this all to Christ and let this transform All of us. 

 With Huge Love to you ALL, Tuija 

 

From  Diane Adams  to  Everyone: 

 May the Spirit be with us All. 

 

From  Peta Field  to  Everyone: 

 With love, gratitude and many fond memories of you in Australia leading us in hours of study, laughter, 

meditation and connection. Thankyou! Safe journey. 

 



From  Khanh Hoang  to  Everyone: 

 My beloved Teacher, my Father! You have been changing my life. Your Light shines forth upon my path; 

Your Love pervades my heart; Your Wisdom illuminates my mind; Your Life permeates through all my body.  I'll 

forever be grateful and love You! May You enter into the Heart of God!      

 

From  rebecca   to  Everyone: 

 Indeed Tuija this is a GROUP initiation we are experiencing as ONE . A cleansing of the Augean stables 

within us all . Michaels purification and ultimate HEALING is ours . Thy Healing is mine . We stand United in the 

Heart of the Hierarchy. Thank you so very much for this Honour of including us all in the most Sacred moment of 

crossing over in to the Spiritual Worlds  

 Kiitos                

 

From  Stephanie  to  Everyone: 

 Beautiful Sending light and love with gratitude for all that Michael taught us through the University of the 

Seven Rays 

 

From  Kristiina Alatalo  to  Everyone: 

 Dear Michael, deepest love and gratitude for  your wisdom, love, light, music, humour… It’s been blessing 

to know you. ”Varjele vakainen Luoja, kaitse kaunoinen Jumala.” 

 

From  Helen Kunz  to  Everyone: 

 Deep gratitude for your selfless dedication to the work.You have manifested an extraordinary legacy that 

will  shine on and on.Thank you Micheal .Holding you all in my loving heart at this precious time.                      

 

From  kathr  to  Everyone: 

 Dear Michael, You have started another Great Adventure and it probably feels very familiar to you.  I'm 

sure your welcome will be beautiful.  You will be very missed by us.  I am so grateful for your exceptional teaching, 

your erudition and how you remembered all the page numbers of the blue books.  Your beautiful toned voice, 

your gentle humour and crystal clear transmission made it all so much easier to understand this great work from 

Master DK.   Thank you for this life of dedication and until next time I wish you safe travels.  Much love and 

gratitude to Tuija and for your children and family and close friends too.  Kathryn Hall 

 

From  Catherine P  to  Everyone: 

 With infinite gratitude and infinite love for your infinite zeal and tireless teaching the ageless wisdom. You 

have left such a momentous and generous legacy for all.       So many wonderful, cherished memories and laughs 

over the many years; diving into DK in your MSE & PhDE classes and conferences in Australia, NZ & USA. Deepest 

gratitude for the experience of performing all your profound rituals and meditations.                                  May the 



group be called together again by your beautiful voice in the silence.                                                               Rest well 

in your Masters arms - entering into ‘0’ness.        I stand eternally with you. So grateful THAT you are. 

 

From  Thuy Hang  to  Everyone: 

 "Lord, now lettest Thou Thy servant depart in Peace."   

 "Father, into thy hands, I commend My spirit." 

 

From  christranka  to  Everyone: 

 Aloha ‘oe Aloha ‘oe 

 Aloha ‘oe  Aloha ‘oe, Farewell to thee. E ke onaona noho i ka lipo, One fond embrace, Aho’i a ‘ eau, Until 

we meet again. 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 Michael David Robbins, Issa, Brother 

 Guddha Buddha Sunshine boy stands by your side.  You are and will forever be one of the most beautiful 

men I have known.   Your intellect is expansive and magnificent.  Your Soul is radiant and welcoming.  Your 

perseverance, dedication and commitment is and will always be an inspiration to many.  You will know the 

infinitude and have direct contact with it now.  Transmit thy consciousness across the veil, for those who seek to 

know more and reach farther.  Please aid us with your guidance and direction, as we manifest the Divine Plan and 

journey forward, towards the Great Conclave.  Let your presence and voice be known, as we endeavor to take the 

teachings forward and honor your extensive commitment to them.  We are the one Soul and you remain with us 

always. We stand together in great admiration and Supernal love for you.  I… WE… LOVE YOU Sacred Star Brother 

and brilliant Teacher.  I will miss you so very much.  You will always be remembered…  WE LOVE YOU… WE LOVE 

YOU… 

 From hence to which, as Golden strands 

 To that and through, with Sacred hands 

 Into from, whom we gather Seeing 

 Bathed in Grace and Holy being 

 OM… OM… OM… 

 

From  michaelweisenberger  to  Everyone: 

 My Brother on the Path, Spiritual Father and Friend Michael, 

It is with gratitude that I contemplate your presence and with dismay your eventual absence. I am blessed to 

know you and to have had the opportunity to share a little of this life with you. Even what I called “Opera 

Therapy” - those masterpieces of Esoteric Synthesis - are now recalled with a smile. Debating whether the 

universe is wave or particle and with gusto taking opposing sides and then swapping to argue the converse is 

etched in my mind as a fond memory. You are leaving a deep mark within the hearts of all those that you have 

touched and will be sorely missed … until we meet again and I am certain we will my friend. Love, Light and 

Power, Michael Weisenberger 



 

From  Peg Rosenkrands  to  Everyone: 

 Dear Michael,  One of the most beautiful gifts you have given to all of humanity are the three Fire rituals 

for Aries (Electric), Taurus (Solar) and Gemini (Solar).  They are the New Catechism for a new world of wholeness, 

and I can imagine whole gatherings of humanity listening to them "en mass" in the decades to come.  It is the 

TEACHING put to soaring music, which you, Harold and the opera singers accomplished together. They lift and 

cause one's spirit-soul to soar in gratitude and beauty for the deep and healing message of ONENESS so badly 

needed today.  The books that accompany them explain, in 'meticulous entirety' how this ONENESS can be so, and 

it is marvelous, to say the least.  What HEALING comes when one takes them in. They will bring a collective 

healing to humanity and the planet as well. 

 

From  Frances Robbe  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you for your contribution to the esoteric community and being a beacon of light.  May your journey 

Home be blessed. 

 

From  Rev. Patricia Ballentine  to  Everyone: 

Michael, more than 15 years ago I sat in the Beauty infused hall of the Seven Ray Conference deeply attentive to 

your words. As I sat, a flash of inspiration dropped in and the impression of Cosmic Crucible flowed to my hand. 

This image has always been about you at the core. May your journey home be gentle. May your light every shine 

bright. 

 



From  Mark Metzger  to  Everyone: 

               

 

From  RISA D  to  Everyone: 

 The candle still burning. Michael still here with us on the physical plane. In quiet contemplation, poised to 

take flight for his Great Adventure (death) ahead. We contemplate quietly in vigil with him. Om Mani Padme Hum. 

Risa 

 

From  Barbara  to  Everyone: 

 Michael,  Thank you for your life of Service and the sacrifice you and your Family have made to help 

others on the Path.  God Bless you.  Love,  Barbara Reitmeyer 

 

From  Brie's iPad  to  Everyone: 

 So many eternal memories. A personal favorite is listening to you and Justin discuss the Boundless 

Immutable Principle, bouncing off one another taking each reply up a notch! Onward to Infinity we go …       

Thank you Michael. 

 

From  Georgina Spragg  to  Everyone: 

 Dear Michael  although I have never met you I have been so blessed to have been able to listen to your 

teaching meditations over the last two years.  Your beautiful smile of greeting to everyone will be forever 

remembered and I feel truly humbled to have had the opportunity of listening and learning from such a beautiful 

Soul.  I wish you God speed on your onward journey to the stars and beyond and send my love to you, to Tuija and 

all your family.  Thank you from my deepest heart.       

 

From  Michelle Glennon  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you Michael. I feel blessed by your teaching and guidance. And I thank you with all my heart. You 

are a true blessing to me and our world. I would like to extend heartfelt condolences to Tuija and Heidi and the 

rest of your family. 

 

From  Maria Cristina Donnadieu  to  Everyone: 

“Into the light we move, beckoned thereto by thee. Out of the dark we come, driven thereto by the soul of all. Up 

from the earth we spring and into the ocean of light we plunge.  Together we come.  Together we move, guided 

and led by the soul we serve and by thee, Master we know. The Master within and the Master without are One.  

That One are we.  The One is all—my soul, thy soul, the Master and the soul of all.” (Dina II p 127) 

 

From  BL  to  Everyone: 

You can find the introduction and script for the Aquarius Solar Fire Oratorio Ritual on the Makara Vigil page for 

Michael: https://www.makara.us/portal/?page_id=1148 

https://www.makara.us/portal/?page_id=1148


From  Marianne Larsson  to  Everyone: 

 Dear Mickael my beloved Teacher and Brother of Light Love all memories and sacreficial Service You have 

done your part in the Great Sacred work manifesting the Plan with Loving kindness compassion Joy Humbleness 

and Patience. I am also very Grateful for all beautifull memories from The Temple of Silence this wonderful Place 

in the World Now is time to rest in Peace and Serenity Thank You Blessings to Tuija and the whole family for this 

Beautiful Vigil for Mickael Marianne 

 

From  Cindy Howard  to  Everyone: 

 Dear Michael, Tuija & family,   It has been an honor Michael, to study under you.  You have been a guiding 

light & such a blessing in my life.  I want to thank you and your family for your service to humanity. I send you all 

so much love, light, gratitude and appreciation. Blessings to you all!  Love, Cindy Howard 

 

From  Yvette  to  Everyone: 

 Dear Michael, Your voice is one of the few my son, who has an autism diagnosis enjoys listening to. It 

comforts and soothes him, we like that he listens to you and learns so much. His name is Keith, and he wanted to 

say today, “Thank you, Mr. Robbins.” 

 You’ve made a large impact on our family as a teacher and human, thank you.  

Yvette, Keith, and Keith. 

 

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

 During the 8-day long memorial ceremonies after Thich Nhat Hanh’s passing and continuation, the word 

the monks and nuns used, I had the sense that Thay had been distributed throughout the global sangha, that his 

teachings and way of interbeing were alive in the entire community. Reading the comments here and sitting in 

quiet, I have the same sense here. Michael, you taught us to be practical and to do the work needed, to fully live 

the Self. I see the names of the sangha here and sense and know that you continue, in and through us. 

 

From  Linda Woodward  to  Everyone: 

 Dear Michael, Tuija & Family - Thank you for your life of loving service. Words cannot express my 

gratitude - my Heart does. 

 

From  Joanna White USA  to  Everyone: 

 Absolutely experienced the same as Sharon….we are the Sangha and we are all one as Michael continues 

on…. 

 

FULL MOON CEREMONY BEGINS 

From  Bruno Dias  to  Everyone: 

 "Death is not the opposite of life, death is the opposite of birth, life is eternal". 

 There are people who touch our hearts deeply by what they teach and by the light they share from their 



experiences, true teachers who leave us impregnated with their light and wisdom, light that helps us gain a 

greater purpose in the life we have, and you Michael were one of these people, who shared with so many your 

knowledge and the light that the wisdom of the ages, as a true translator of the arcane school. You were great 

and I thank you from the bottom of my heart for all that I have learned from you and will continue to learn.  

 A hug the size of the world, and Ad Astra 

 Bruno. 

 Thank you very much 

 

From  Joke Gielen  to  Everyone: 

 Water of Life am I , and I always will be, poured forth for thirsty men. Deep gratitude and love. 

 

From  Kirsten  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you for your always loving heart. Much love, light, gratitude and a lot of blessings! 

 

From  Mark Metzger  to  Everyone: 

              

 

From  Heli  to  Everyone: 

 In Unity - In Love 

 

From  Tarja Salomaa  to  Everyone: 

 “By the Grace of God, I breathe, I love, I live, I die, and I live eternally. I am Eternal Life.”  Thank you for 

everything! Many blessings and much gratitude! 

 

From  DC-Loretta McDonald  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you Michael for being the great light that you are. 

 

From  Kathy Dakter  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you Michael for your passionate dedication, sharing your Light and Love. 

 

From  Rosita Gaston  to  Everyone: 

 Michael and Tuija, you are both in my heart.       Rosita 

 



From  Lone Ørbech-Grønlund  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you Michael for your dedicated teaching and service during so many years, 

 

From  ellao  to  Everyone: 

 thank you Michael for having shared your brilliant light with us      

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 Sacred Brother to the Stars... Sacred Brother of the Stars... Sacred Holy Brother we are the Stars.  Forever 

in Supernal Light and Divine Soul. 

 

From  Jose Becerra  to  Everyone: 

 Dear Brother MDR: May you find (the) answer(s) to the Mystery of Infinity and share them with us in the 

Halls of Wisdom where you will continue your teaching task.  Meet you there! Loving regards, -JB 

 

From  Heli  to  Everyone: 

 Bon voyage dearest Michael - for the last time... 

 

From  Tania Belfort  to  Everyone: 

 Gratitude for this wonderful and meaningful meditation. We continue with our Precious Teacher in our 

hearts and minds. Also thanks to Master D.K. May the light of Aquarius give us the creativity and the needed light 

to continue our work. Tania Belfort 

 

From  Leila Nivala-Nieminen  to  Everyone: 

 Hyvää taivas matkaa Michael      

 Kiitos kaikesta                 

 

From  Lynne  to  Everyone: 

 SILENCE remains the inclusive tribute. 

 

From  Hồ MinhQuang  to  Everyone: 

 Our beloved Michael D. Robbins has served for more than half a century, studying and disseminating the 

teachings of the Master D.K. with hundreds of video commentary, wrote dozens of books, trained students and 

made friends with talented intellectuals and people from different countries who participated in teaching occult 

training with profound knowledge and love fraternal love is passionate. 



From  Bianca  to  Everyone: 

 Many love and blessings for the goup, the ONE SOUL, the familie and for Michael (have a light transition.., 

to the heart of the masters  , 

 

From  Hồ MinhQuang  to  Everyone: 

 Our beloved teacher deeply understands the collective work, and changes the center of activity from 

himself to the center of the group. He can work around the clock continuously, the programs of lectures and 

discussions on the Webinar. Our beloved Michael D. Robbins is truly an "outpost of the Master's consciousness" 

because in addition to the Ego's consciousness in himself, the Master is also the center of the MF Union and the 

Director of the Seven Rays University, the animating force. Units and groups belong to the Union of Schools and 

unite them into a homogeneous whole. 

  Deep gratitude and love to our beloved teacher  

  Thank you Michael for your passionate dedication, sharing your Light and Love. 

 

From  Thomas Olson  to  Everyone: 

                       

 

From  HG Moses  to  Everyone: 

 Brother, I know that you are near, I feel your presence here, so deep in my heart, deep in my soul, 

 our love like a spring ever flows. 

 I see your eyes in ev'ry star that shines, 

 and in this moment I wish, as I send you my kiss, 

 that you walk 'tween the cedar and the heather on your journey... 

 

From  Joan's iPad  to  Everyone: 

              

From  Maria Beatriz  to  Everyone: 

      ✨     

From  Maria C  to  Everyone: 

       

From  Duane Carpenter  to  Everyone: 

             

From  Debbi Lyon  to  Everyone: 

                  



From  Joke Gielen  to  Everyone: 

                          

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

           

From  Katya Kaufman  to  Everyone: 

                        

From  Hồ MinhQuang  to  Everyone: 

                       

From  Maria Cristina Donnadieu  to  Everyone: 

 Lawson is close by… 

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

 Yes, Maria Cristina, I’ve felt him as well… 

From  Gloria von Ganski  to  Everyone: 

                    

From  Lis  to  Everyone: 

                             

From  Dot Maver  to  Everyone: 

      

From  Uta Gabbay  to  Everyone: 

                  

From  Maria C  to  Everyone: 

          

 

From  Georgina Spragg  to  Everyone: 

 (On behalf of Vivienne who is presently without internet)  “Dear Michael please receive my deepest Love 

and Gratitude at this most Sacred time”.  Vivienne 

 

From  Morya Federation EH Facilitators  to  Everyone: 

          

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

                                      



From  Gail Jolley  to  Everyone: 

            ✨         

From  Katya Kaufman  to  Everyone: 

 True - Lawson”s presence is very powerful 

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

      

From  Maria Rosa Valdevell  to  Everyone: 

 May we follow your steps, beloved Michael, keep your eyes on us from the other side of the veil!. Many 

thanks, dear Tuija!           

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

 Eila is also nearby... 

From  Olivia Hansen  to  Everyone: 

 Together as ONE in the ONE LIFE     ⭐     

From  Walter Pullen  to  Everyone: 

                 

From  Zenaide Moret  to  Everyone: 

                       

From  Maria Beatriz  to  Everyone: 

 Lots of Love!              

 

From  Uriana  to  Everyone: 

 thank you, lots of love to you too, to everyone here xoxo  

 

From  Katya Kaufman  to  Everyone: 

 Love to all  strength 

 

From  Tung T. Pham  to  Everyone: 

                

10:18:22 From  Georgina Spragg  to  Everyone: 

           

From  Andrea Ross  to  Everyone: 

 Sending so much love             



From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

 Kiitos,Michael. 

From  Bruno Dias  to  Everyone: 

                 

 

From  Cindy Howard  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you Tuija, so beautiful! 

 

From  rebecca   to  Everyone: 

      

From  Khanh Hoang  to  Everyone: 

              

From  grete hartz  to  Everyone: 

                     

From  Yvette  to  Everyone: 

 Love & Light.               

From  Meire Santos  to  Everyone: 

                   

From  dorthe  to  Everyone: 

             

 

From  Pamela Lewis  to  Everyone: 

 Beautiful, Tuija.  Much gratitude & Love. 

 

From  Hang Tran  to  Everyone: 

 I love you      

 

From  neysa b  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you so much            

From  Winni  to  Everyone: 

 LOVE 



From  Tarja Salomaa  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you Tuija -Thankyou Michael <3<3<3 

 

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

 Kiitos, Tuija 

 

From  Catherine  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you so beautiful 

 

From  Bisi -️-️-        to  Everyone: 

 Light and Love                             

From  Asha’s iPad  to  Everyone: 

                

 

From  Walter Pullen  to  Everyone: 

            With thanks, appreciation, and gratitude!                       Aquarius Full Moon blessings and Love to all! 

✨      

From  Martine Dupont  to  Everyone: 

                        

 

From  Antonella  to  Everyone: 

 Serving as One through all worlds in the Name of Love, the universal Motive. 

 

From  Suzy Miller  to  Everyone: 

 Peace and Strength to Michael as he walks his shining Path....and comfort and love to those he holds dear 

From  Mark Metzger  to  Everyone: 

                    

 

From  Ann Petersson  to  Everyone: 

 In Deep Gratitude to You Both 

From  Leila Nivala-Nieminen  to  Everyone: 

               Kiitos Tuija      



From  Anette  to  Everyone: 

            

 

From  Maria Cristina Donnadieu  to  Everyone: 

 And Jan Dietrich 

 

From  Joke Gielen  to  Everyone: 

 Gratitude for this powerful service. Love, courage to you Tuija, Heidi and all the family. We learn from you 

and Michael that group connection opens the heart 

 

From  Brigid Murphy  to  Everyone: 

       

 

From  Noeline Hart  to  Everyone: 

 A truly great and wonderful life. God Bless my brother. 

 

From  Rose Bates  to  Everyone: 

 what a beautiful and joyous ceremony, thank you so much!     A true gift to us all! 

 

From  Louise Arnold  to  Everyone: 

 thank you  light and love stands 

 

From  Cay  to  Everyone: 

 With Love and Gratitude dear Michael for all you have given to our esoteric community...God bless. 

 

From  Cynthia Najim  to  Everyone: 

 Unity, unity, unity 

 

From  Hồ MinhQuang  to  Everyone: 

 Thank You, Michael; my Beloved, our Beloved! 

 

 



From  NILA  to  Everyone: 

 With love and gratitude. 

 

From  Tiiu  to  Everyone: 

 The Biggest Thank You, Michael! 

 

From  Jessica Baird  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you so much, Tuija! In light & love we gather. Michael is indeed an example to follow in World 

Service.       

 

From  Maya Costley  to  Everyone: 

 Let light descend on Earth. May Christ Return to Earth.  Let Light and Love and Power, restore the Plan on 

Earth.  <3 <3 <3 

 

From  Cynthia Najim  to  Everyone: 

 Hallelujiah 

 

From  Ginny Ross  to  Everyone: 

 Dear Ones, we are blessed in our love for each other. Thank you teachers and guides, Thank you Michael! 

 

From  Heli  to  Everyone: 

 ...and naught but Love remains... 

 

From  iPad de odile  to  Everyone: 

 Namaste, blessing to all with Love, light and power 

 

From  Jan Oliveira  to  Everyone: 

 ⊙♡ 

 

From  Anne Parker  to  Everyone: 

 You did so good, Michael.  You did so good      

 



From  Elizabeth Speece  to  Everyone: 

 Deep gratitude and love….      in deep presence.      

 

From  Khanh Vu  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you so much Michael! Who is Big Water Carrier to pouring to the world! With Light, Love, Power! 

10:25:03 From  Dana  to  Everyone: 

 May the light that you have sh inedupon humanity, and the candles that you"ve lit for decades and those 

flallames you have shared continue to serve humanity throughout eternity.   Thank you for leaving us such 

wonderful servers through your family.  Many Blessings to you 

 

From  Dana  to  Everyone: 

 All 

 

From  L&K Agrell  to  Everyone: 

      

 

From  Anna Sclar  to  Everyone: 

 The  precious    soul,   Michael  had  enriched our  lives  and  our  hearts  send  waves  of  love  and 

gratitude,  and  commitment  to be  worthy  to  meet  him  again,  Amen 

 

From  Monique Pommier  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you so much Tuja for this beautiful love filled uplifting of our dearest brother-teacher into the 

starry worlds. Much much love to you, beloved Michael, onward… 

 

From  Hồ MinhQuang  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you Tuija - our beloved lady teacher           

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 Angelic Trumpets herald your Soul, your Great Works and your Journey ahead.  You are Cherished.  You 

are SEEN! You are Uplifted. 

 

 

 



From  Kerry Woodward  to  Everyone: 

 Dearest Michael and Tuia, thank you for letting us know your beautiful minds and souls. Michael, your 

teaching and wonderful gifts are precious to me, through you I have come know what true service is. I look 

forward with joy to our next life together. 

 

From  Kim  to  Everyone: 

 God bless 

 

From  Zenaide Moret  to  Everyone: 

                 

 

From  Hồ MinhQuang  to  Everyone: 

 Aquarius Full Moon blessings and Love to all!      

 

From  Leia  to  Everyone: 

 Heartfelt Love and Gratitude 

 

From  Suzy Miller  to  Everyone: 

 Michael's lasting legacy and example to us all...He walked the talk! 

 

From  Tuija Robbins  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you, your support carries me through this demanding time <3<3<3- thank you! 

 

From  Olivia Hansen  to  Everyone: 

 LOVE      

 

From  Cynthia Najim  to  Everyone: 

 With immense gratitude. Cradling your in our heart. 

 

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

 We are grateful to be able to  be here, Tuija 

 



From  Anna Sclar  to  Everyone: 

 May  the  God's  grace  provide  the   grace  ,  to   receive    communication  ,  connections   to   Michael's  

spiritual  federation! 

 

From  Frederic Andres  to  Everyone: 

 Gratitude and blessings 

 

From  Lyra  to  Everyone: 

 In the Oneness of the Shared Task… may the Music of the Spheres wrap you Brother Michael  in Infinite 

Love for a job well done! Comfort and courage to beloved Tuija, Heidi and family. With gratitude, Lyra 

 

From  Meire Santos  to  Everyone: 

 Dear Beloved! Dear Teacher! Thank You , thank you , thank you! We will continue your work. We will 

carry on. We will read again and again all the books, prepare our hearts and souls to receive the messages after 

2025. And, on the other side , you will guide us even further into this Aquarius Era! Into the new teachings of 

Master DK. Much Love. Much Gratitude and Much Wisdom ! As you have taught us               

10:32:40 From  Uriana  to  Everyone: 

 Beautiful 

 

From  Danijela Nestorovic  to  Everyone: 

 Love, grace, gratitude 

 

From  Aurea  to  Everyone: 

 Gratitude, the Grace is between us. Love and Peace. 

 

From  Duane Carpenter  to  Everyone: 

Michael David Robbins 

The transitioning of a truly great man whose presence has enriched the entire planet and whose song will echo 

through the gates of eternity forever. 

It will one day be more fully  recognized by the greater occult community that Michael Robbins fell into the 

category of a Ray or teaching Avatar. 

We normally associate the idea of an Avatar with those stupendous lives that life outside of our system altogether 

but there are other categories that are not well recognized. These lesser avatars are termed “teaching and ray 

avatars” and are direct representatives of these higher beings because they are open to the stimulation and force 

that emanates from the mental plane and above. In this case with MDR he has clearly demonstrated in his 



guidance and creation of one of the first preparatory esoteric schools to emerge at this time historically to be built 

along scholarly lines and excel at embodying the wisdom aspect of the great 2nd ray. 

Here are a few categories   that this idea can be clearly demonstrated. 

 

1. Encyclopedic Knowledge and memory of the ancient Wisdom Teachings that was the main force not only 

behind the University of the 7 rays as well as the Morya Federation creation but many other pilot groups 

whose students he taught or was in some way affiliated with. 

2. His ability to cross-reference different traditions or occult areas of study such as ray psychology  with  

esoteric astrology were there was a clear demonstration that there is really only one externalizing school 

under the guidance of The Lord of the World and his representatives  in Shamaballa and the Hierarchy. 

This 7th ray synthesis clearly grounded all of the 7 rays under what DK termed the “Principal of directed 

Purpose which is the sum total of all the 7 rays used in new and creative ways. 

MDR also demonstrated with his overshadowing by Shamballa the grounding of the 1st ray directly onto the 

physical 7th plane of practical manifestation where the highest and lowest meet.  

2. DK has stated that the only ray that must be found in all externalizing esoteric groups irrespective of their ray 

affiliation or expression at this time is the 5th ray. It is the ray that cements or binds all the externalizing esoteric 

groups schools together in there practical application and can go under the category of a true Aquarian and occult 

science with its many and  important spiritual formulas, principals and laws. 

3. His racial background of the Jewish tradition was instrumental in helping to build a crossover bridge on the 

mental plane  for the many wandering tribes of Israel that have existed for thousands of years. Many will think I 

speak metaphorically here but it is not so. With this fusion of the  great 2nd ray of Love Wisdom with Active 

Intelligence (3rd and 5th rays) he helped to create a widening of an  avenue of escape on the mental plane for 

those  many prisoners of the planet that had been left behind.  

DK in a Treatise on Comic Fire summarized this truth esoterically with the following quote and clearly outlines the 

importance of Saturn and Capricorn when understood  esoterically. (see attached Image)  

 

"These Sons of mind clung to the old and dying form, and refused to leave their Mother.  They chose to pass into 

dissolution with her, but a younger son (Saturn) sought to rescue his brothers, and to this end he built a triple 

bridge between the old and new.  This bridge persists, and forms a path whereon escape is possible. 

Some escaped and came to the help of the incarnating Sons of Mind who had left the Mother for the Father.  The 

greater gulf was bridged.  The lesser gulf persisted, and must be bridged by the living Sons of Mind themselves." 

(This latter clause refers to the building of the antahkarana.) (TCF1114) 

Moses with his gleaming face came down from Mount Sinai with his tablets of the 10 commandments thousands 

of years ago. MDR just recently came down from the same mountain with his wagon filled to the brim with his 

many volumes of occult and esoteric knowledge. 

The stimulation of his emerging Heart (4th ray) towards the end of his incarnation rounded out his prior 

development and can be a testimony to the powerful influence his daughter, wife, as well as his intimate inner 

circle of students and friends all have had upon him. No “man or woman is an Island” and we are all intimately 

connected even if we do not always see visual demonstrations of this metaphysical and occult law.  



It has been a great joy to assist MDR in some small way with this important vision. The warring brothers finally 

came home and joined forces to help feed and nourish the lesser lives.  

We must all eventually be crucified as we let go of the little self and prepare for our journey back to the 

unconditional love of the Christ, as well as the stars where our true home resides. 

Blessings to this group, 

Duane Carpenter 

____________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 Teaching Avatars. These Appearances sound a new note in the realm of thought and of consciousness; they 

reveal the next needed truth; they pronounce those words and formulate those truths which throw light upon the 

spiritual development of humanity. Such Avatars were Plato, the first Patanjali and Sankaracharya; they emerge 

upon the second ray line of energy, in the department of the Christ and are expressions of hierarchical force. 

 Ray Avatars. These great Beings come forth at relatively long intervals when a ray is coming into manifestation. 

They embody the quality and the force of a particular ray. Next century, when the seventh ray has achieved 

complete manifestation and the Piscean influence is entirely removed, the seventh ray Avatar will appear. His 

work will demonstrate the law, order and rhythm of the creative process as it works out on the physical plane, 

blending spirit and matter. And as this ray is called the Ray of Ceremonial Order or Ritual, He will be largely 

instrumental in producing those conditions which will permit of the reappearance upon Earth of the Mysteries of 

Initiation, of which the Hierarchy is the custodian. He is necessarily connected with the Great White Lodge on 

Sirius. This fact does not, however, concern us now, for we await the coming of a still greater Avatar. 

(EH 299-300) 





 

 

From  Anna Sclar  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you  Duane,  this     that    -  the avataric  presence..   The  grounding  of  the new  education,  

morality and  perception...    That  is why  we  are feeling so privileged  to   hear and learn  from  Michael.    And  

also  because we   were  in  radiance  of His  abondon  love 

 

From  Yrjö PlasticOil  to  Everyone: 

 Thank You Michael for all You Done .Rearly have so many had so much to thank so few              You are 

now infinitized             Blessings and Love to all              

 

From  MoonCoach Silvia Pancaro  to  Everyone: 

 Infinite blessings Michael for all the Gifts you have brought us thru your Light, Love & Wisdom. Thank you. 

Gracias. And may we all continue to be inspired by your timeless lessons of the Ancient Wisdom Teachings. 

 

From  Fenix Terra  to  Everyone: 

 Love to you Michael for your wonderful teaching for enlighten my path. Thank you and blessings to his 

family and close spiritual mates. Robin, freedom and peace for you.   Teófilo Martínez from Santiago, Chile 



From  Anna Papadaki  to  Everyone: 

 Dearest Michael, thank you and thank you and thank you, for this loving nature of yours. 

 

From  Joke gielen  to  Everyone: 

 So much wisdom..will miss you. 

 

From  Ishtar Presnell  to  Everyone: 

 The spiritual vibration of your voice lives on brother Michael through the ears that receive the love 

wisdom from your life’s work.  Thank you - my heartfelt gratitude for your life’s work in your service.  Your 

Tapestry of the God’s the future humanities tools on the path.  I shall miss your bright light of love, wisdom and 

presence in our world…. May the Angels wrap you in golden light as you fly into the arms of your Higher Self.  May 

the angels bring comfort and love to all your family…..                    

 

From  Therese Antony  to  Everyone: 

 My thoughts are with you Tuija, Heidi, Matthew, Brennan and dear friends of Michael. May the space 

created by this transition be filled with joy, memories, laughter and the learning that have marked this lifetime 

together on the path - until we all meet again.                

 

From  Brian Harrison  to  Everyone: 

 Such a fitting holding for a true servant.  We have been the receivers of your gifts.  Great Gratitude Great 

Gratitude 

 

From  Terra Schaller  to  Everyone: 

 spin the antakarana round and round 

 

From  Arjo Heinsola  to  Everyone: 

 Dear Michael, we really miss you, your fredship and your teachings of Ageless Wisdom which you so 

thorougthly were assimilated and lived through. Thank you that we had posibility to walk with you so many 

blessed years. I know we will meet again. Love, Light and Power 

 

From  Noeline Hart  to  Everyone: 

 All that is not given, is lost. 

 

 

 



From  Heike Bobert  to  Everyone: 

 A cloud never dies When the cloud is no longer in the sky, it doesn’t  mean the cloud has died. The cloud 

is continued in  other forms like rain or snow or ice. So you can  recognize your cloud in her new forms. If you are 

very fond of a beautiful cloud and if your cloud is no longer there, you should not be sad. Your beloved cloud 

might have become the rain, calling on you, ‘darling, darling, don’t you see me in my new form?’ And then you 

will not be stuck with grief and despair.  Your beloved one continues always. Meditation helps you recognize her 

continued presence in new forms.  A cloud can never die. A cloud can become snow, or hail …or rain. But it is 

impossible for a cloud to pass from being into non-being. And that is true with your beloved one. She has not 

died. She is continued in many new  forms. And you can look deeply and recognize herself in you and around you. 

– Thich Nhat Hanh. 

 

From  Suzy Miller  to  Everyone: 

 Through his works, shall we know him....gratitude for the beauty, truth and love you leave, brother 

Michael. 

 

From  Caitlin Muelder  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you for being an incredible teacher and father to two extraordinary people. I am honored to learn 

from you as I learn from my friend and mentor Heidi. Your love, compassion, teachings and inspiration have 

reached so many of us. THANK YOU. Much love and gratitude to and for you — forever! 

 

From  Rose Bates  to  Everyone: 

 So beautiful!        

 

From  Maria Mikhailas  to  Everyone: 

 A very special heart acknowledgment to Heidi during this time. The demands are so great. My love and 

admiration is with you.                      

 

From  Joke gielen  to  Everyone: 

 Yes, very beautiful 

 

From  Joanna White USA  to  Everyone: 

 So very beautiful and a very tangible and real testament of how wonderful Michael’s life work has been.  

This work supported by his loving wife Tuija and his family.   With so much gratitude and love!  As Thay (meaning 

teacher) Thicht Nhat Hahn has taught, there is no birth and no death….we continue and Michael’s continuation in 

all our lives and the lives of those not on this planet yet will be ensured. With deepest gratitude…. 

 

 



From  Cay  to  Everyone: 

 HEART FELT BEAUTY... 

 

From  MysticJanet  to  Everyone: 

 WE HAVE ALL BEING SO BLESSED; 

 

From  Alex  to  Everyone: 

 "This body is not me. 

 I am not limited by this body. 

 I am life without boundaries. 

 I have never been born, 

 and I have never died. 

 Look at the ocean and the sky filled with stars, 

 manifestations from my wondrous true mind. 

 Since before time, I have been free. 

 Birth and death are only doors through which we pass, 

 sacred thresholds on our journey. 

 Birth and death are a game of hide-and-seek. 

 So laugh with me, 

 hold my hand, 

 let us say good-bye, 

 say good-bye, to meet again soon. 

 We meet today. 

 We will meet again tomorrow. 

 We will meet at the source every moment. 

 We meet each other in all forms of life." 

 

From  FCE - Univ. da Luz  to  Everyone: 

 Wonderful scene!!! 

 

From  Leili Khosravi  to  Everyone: 

 Light & Love guide the way 

 

From  Claire Beynon  to  Everyone: 

 Very powerful and poignant to be led through this Aquarius Full Moon by our dearly loved Michael. He is 

such a great and beautiful spirit. I feel so blessed to have known him. His teachings and example will continue on. 

Grace and love to him and all the family. 

 



From  FCE - Univ. da Luz  to  Everyone: 

 Greetings from Aurora Oliveira- FCE- Belo Horizonte- Brasil 

 

From  Anna Sclar  to  Everyone: 

 Powerful  and needed    meditation.    That  what  Michael  loved -  togetherness …. 

   May    our   united  gratitude    and love    beam  into  cosmos  as  tsunami   waves  and  reach  the  heart  

of  Michael  Robbins.  , 

 

From  Maria Mikhailas  to  Everyone: 

 Special blessings to Tuija who carries so much in her heart and mind right now. My heart is with you as 

you make this transition with your beloved Michael.               

 

From  Francis Donald  to  Everyone: 

 An excerpt from an email from Keith LaValley:                I celebrate Michael’s life and example as a faithful 

servant and foot soldier for the Ancient Wisdom and the Hierarchy and know that his efforts have not been in 

vain. We are all changed for the better from his decades of effort and teaching, and gifted by his friendship and 

camaraderie. He has fought the good fight; he has finished the race; he has kept the faith. 

 

From  Anna Papadaki  to  Everyone: 

 μπρείς να κοιτάξεις στο  Makara us 

 

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

 Listening to these meditations, in Michael’s voice… so potent and powerful at this moment. Thank you, 

Mikhael Crow for your presence and attention and support for this moment. 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

       

 

From  Jeannine  to  Everyone: 

 Michel blessed us with his inspiration, now he is moving on to a blessed future in the starry spheres of the 

Universe. 

From  Marianne Larsson  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you Michael Crow bringing us together with Mickael R in a wonderful powerful way. 

 



From  Claire Beynon  to  Mikhael Crow(Direct Message): 

 It is huge… Michael and Thich Naht Hahn at opposite doors of Aquarius… they and their teachings will live 

on to impact change in the world in ways we can’t begin to imagine… 

 

From  Anna Papadaki  to  Everyone: 

 Love to his wife, children and rest of family 

 

From  Cynthia Najim  to  Everyone: 

 Yes, profound gratitude to you, Mikhael, for your loving service. 

3:17pm EST 8:17pm GMT TRANSITION BEYOND 

 

From  Cynthia Najim  to  Everyone: 

       

From  Mark Metzger  to  Everyone: 

               

 

From  Maya Costley  to  Everyone: 

 Bon Voyage, Michael. 

From  Heike Bobert  to  Everyone: 

           



From  Dot Maver  to  Everyone: 

           

 

From  Mark Metzger  to  Everyone: 

 To the light beloved Brother      

 

From  Yvette  to  Everyone: 

        Goodbye with love.      

 

From  Susana Ismael  to  Everyone: 

 My eternal gratitude for all the light Michael has brought to us. May the path of liberation be full of Glory! 

 

 

From  David Hopper  to  Everyone: 

 Michael, may the flight of Angels carry you thy rest. 

 

From  Michael.sobieski1  to  Everyone: 

           

 

From  Anjali Thomas  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you for blessing our lives with your wisdom, music, rituals and love and enthusiasm for the esoteric 

teachings. Love Anjali and Norman 

 

From  RISA D  to  Everyone: 

 Perfect day - the full moon pathway of Aquarius….good bye brother of ours….Om Mani Padme Hum….Risa 

 

From  FCE - Univ. da Luz  to  Everyone: 

                    

 

From  Esoteric  to  Everyone: 

 May his transition be accompanied with light and angels. 

 



From  JoAnn Hopper  to  Everyone: 

 Michael, May you rest in peace and may your memory be a blessing! 

 

From  Gail Jolley  to  Everyone: 

 I am grateful to have known you and I appreciate all your work on humanity's behalf. 

 

From  Leela  to  Everyone: 

 From Linda Brown Thank you and Godspeed 

 

From  RISA D  to  Everyone: 

 So wonderful to participate in this vigil with everyone….Risa 

 

 

From  Frida  to  Everyone: 

                

 

From  Anna Papadaki  to  Everyone: 

 Good bye our friend - teacher and Brother. See you again and again and again. You depart in love, light 

and joy. 

 

From  Anne Parker  to  Everyone: 

       

 

From  Arjo Heinsola  to  Everyone: 

 I'll be with you Michael and Tuija              

 

From  Sandi Smith  to  Everyone: 

 Sleep softly      It was always an honour. You will be so missed. 

 

From  Maya Costley  to  Everyone: 

 The triumph of your release to higher work in palpable, Michael. I rejoice with you. Good work and much 

love. 



 

From  Claire Beynon  to  Everyone: 

      ✨ 

 

From  Mark Metzger  to  Everyone: 

 As many have aptly stated, we are one               

 

From  Rose Bates  to  Everyone: 

 A job well done!     

 

From  FCE - Univ. da Luz  to  Everyone: 

 May the solar Angels  accompany you M.R, and gratitude for your work on this planet !!!! 

 

From  Francis Donald  to  Everyone: 

 Michael, blessed emissary of the soul realm we will miss you so very much. But we celebrate your 

transition into the realm of light and love. 

 

From  BL  to  Everyone: 

 goodbye, dear teacher.  You truly lived the best life of anyone I've ever known, giving selflessly of yourself, 

and leaving us a huge legacy of oratorios, commentaries, and books.  Love to you and your family.  A beautiful 

way to go out on the Aquarius oratorio, teaching us all how to live the example you set.  Love and Light on the 

next phase of your journey. 

 



 

From  Kathy Manker  to  Everyone: 

 I have so enjoyed the Seven Ray Conferences lead by Michael Robbins through so many years.  A 

particular fond memory is of working with Michael Robbins and Rick Good on the PIP test statistical analysis 

project.  It was an opportunity to turn the tables on him.  I, the student, was teaching the teacher about statistics 

and how to interpret all those numbers.  He was an able learner and intelligent enough to comprehend the 

statistics given a little training.  I will really miss him and send lots of love and light to Michael and to Tuija, Heidi, 

Brennan and the rest of the family.   

 In love and light, 

 Kathy Manker 

 

From  7 Hanne Thorhauge Jensen Helsingør , Dänemark  to  Everyone: 

 Dear Michael, thank you for all your wisdom sharing, wonderfull songs and with humor always along. The 

gifts you gave will live in many hearts around the Globe. May love light and power be with you on the other side.  

You will always stay in my memory as a bright shining star. Many lovely thoughts to Tuija. 

 

From  RISA D  to  Everyone: 

 Death - the Great Adventure 

  Death is an ordered process. 

  It is an interlude. 

  And so, when the lessons were all learned 

  In the classroom called Earth.... 

  the Word sounds forth....a word of withdrawal... 

  That the form has served its purpose 

  The principle of mind then organizes itself 

  Hearing the Word (the word of Return) 

  And then repeats the word, 

  

  The waiting form responds 

  And drops away. 

  And again the words.... 

  Thou no longer needs the form. 

  Your work complete,  your watch over. 

  



  And the Soul stands free. 

  Death is an ordered process 

  An interlude 

  When all the lessons were learned. 

  A job well done, the watch over.... 

   

  Words at Death 

  Death – the Disciple Returns Home 

  A call ushers forth to be With the Light eternal, 

  To Transform what has gone before, into a Being of Light.” 

  The mysterious Beauty within us, our Spirit of Life, 

  And so the disciple Returns home once again. Om. Risa 

 

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

 “I have arrived. I am home.” Thich Nhat Hanh 

 

From  RISA D  to  Everyone: 

 For 49 days….we stand in the bardos with Michael….directing him towards the white diamond light 

ahead…There stands the Christ awaiting Michael. Om Mani Padme Hum…. 

 

From  Francis Donald  to  Everyone: 

 Om Mani Padme Hum…. 

 

From  Phillip  to  Everyone: 

 A loving farewell as you journey into the light dearest brother – your work, life and generosity were an 

inspiration to us all, you will be sorely missed! Much love and blessings to Tuija, Heidi and families. 

From  Duane Carpenter  to  Everyone: 

 "Ow Nobly Born thou art about to face the pure light of the void, it is your stainless essence that 

reverberates throughout eternity" 

 

From  Heike Bobert  to  Everyone: 

 Om Mani Padme Hum 

 



From  Hồ MinhQuang  to  Everyone: 

           

From  William Meader  to  Everyone: 

 The legacy you have left on behalf of the Ashram is truly extraordinary. May your journey back to that 

inner home be swift and joyous. You will remain forever in our hearts, dear brother and eternal friend. 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 The Makara page for the recordings is here: 

 https://www.makara.us/portal/?page_id=1148 

 

From  Bayo Oladele  to  Everyone: 

 OM Mani Padme Hum; OM Mani Padme Hum; OM Mani Padme Hum; So Moti It Be. 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 AS we Mourn fully and completely for our Sacred Brother Father and Teacher let us also be united and 

move together towards the true ONENESS 

 

From  Claire Beynon  to  Everyone: 

 Dear Michael, your voice was a resonant bell we will hear always. 

 

From  Jose Becerra  to  Everyone: 

 Hasta luego y hasta siempre, hermano del alma. 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 We will begin the compilation of remembrance and continuance 

 

From  Hoa Ho Thanh  to  Everyone: 

                             

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 Michael David Robbins from the Depth of my Heart and Soul I wish you a beautiful Journey back to the 

center and I applaud all your dedicated and beautiful work.  To your bountiful merits and your new cycle towards 

the Supernal Light and Within the Sacred Spiral.  It is an has been an honor to be with you.  Guddha Buddha 

Sunshine Boy says … until we meet again  I LOVE YOU! 



 

From  Dana Marie House  to  Everyone: 

 A life of service.An essence of  spirit rarely seen.  A brother upon the path loved and appreciated by an 

infinite number both seen and unseen.  A legacy unequaled.  A gift to all.  Blessings, light, love, and gratitude to 

you and your entire family,  both personal and spiritual. 

 

From  Jose Becerra  to  Everyone: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNcTAGIdX0w 

 

From  Morya Federation EH Facilitators  to  Everyone: 

 Oh Beloved Michael, is it possible that our Souls as One Soul are receiving the impulse of your Ascension 

and today more than yesterday we are all on the threshold of new opportunities for service and awakening? 

Today with more awareness than yesterday and less than tomorrow regarding your giant spiritual stature, which 

continues to grow, I Greet you with Reverence and Gratitude. 

 

From  Nicole Resciniti  to  Everyone: 

 Good bye dearest friend, teacher and mentor. You are a beacon of Light and Love. Your light of 

Knowledge will illumine our path long after you have gone into the inner realm and  we’ll continue our work 

together from both sides of the veil. Much gratitude for the path you have carved for all of us and the gift of being 

who you are. 

 

From  Peg Rosenkrands  to  Everyone: 

 So much love and gratitude Tuija, Heidi and Mathew for sharing Michael's journey with all of us.  We love 

him, and all that the whole group surrounding all of you has made possible to lead us toward a New World.  This 

has been a holy time, full of love and joy for our dear Brother Michael. Aquarian Blessings to all, Peg 

 

From  Marion  to  Everyone: 

 An immense Thank You Michael for your great contribution to infuse consciousness and wisdom on this 

planet. May we now use it for the greater Good. Love All Ways                        

From  Joseph Dudley  to  Everyone: 

 Farewell for now Brother. I’v watched you from the sidelines mostly for almost half a century.Astounding 

what you accomplished. Home now for a brief respite? Then for yet more daring work. Looking forward to the 

future schools coming which you hel[ped plant the seed Peace and Gratitude. Joseph Dudley 

 

From  FCE - Univ. da Luz  to  Everyone: 

 Dear Tuija , it was wonderful to have gone, to the Temple of Silene, where we had the opportunity to 

experience amazing time 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNcTAGIdX0w


 Light, love and power!!! 

 

From  jennifer paris  to  Everyone: 

 When the appearances of this life dissolve,  

 May you with ease and great happiness 

 Let go of attachments to this life 

 Like a child returning home. 

 

 

From  Jose Becerra  to  Everyone: 

 Tonight’s full moon shines in front of the constellation Leo the Lion. The brightest star in Leo – Regulus – 

is the bright star near tonight’s moon. Regulus represents the Lion’s Heart. 

 

From  Rose Bates  to  Everyone: 

 Wow what a truly profound experience this has been, deepest gratitude and love to EVERYONE!       

 

From  Maria Cristina Donnadieu  to  Everyone: 

 YES  a gathering of Community of Heart! 

 

From  Uta Gabbay  to  Everyone: 

 BARUCH DAYAN EMET!       

 

From  Tiiu  to  Everyone: 

 Head teed, Michael, meie õpetaja! Aitäh kõige eest! 

 

From  RISA D  to  Everyone: 

 Into the Lords hands we commend his Soul…. 

 

From  Caitlin Muelder  to  Everyone: 

 It’s an honor to honor such a good person, teacher, mentor, father with all of you. My love and deepest 

respects to you, Michael, and love to all of you. 

 



From  Anette  to  Everyone: 

 Dear Michael, Thank you for the beautiful window you opened to other dimensions of life with your 

strong tone of voice. May your soul and journey  be blessed with hope, peace and serenity. Love to you and your 

family. 

 

From  Tuija Robbins  to  Everyone: 

 Michael passed on 8.17pm GMT, yes, on Regulus. Pluto on my Sun, Saturn on Michael's Mars, and Moon 

on my Pluto in Leo 29degrees. His passing was beautiful, very beautiful. His face is calm, reflecting the peaceful 

departure. Blessings to you All! 

 

 

 

From  Joanna White USA  to  Everyone: 

 We are so honored to have shared this sacred time with you and with Michael and his dear family…..wings 

of angels lift our dear teacher into the light.   Blessings to all and so much gratitude. 

 

From  Peta Field  to  Everyone: 

                      

 

From  gabrielle herbertson  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you tuija, and all, and Michael. Tears for the goodness, and how much bigger it all is than what we 

know….speed on, brother. 

 

From  Jeremy Oneal  to  Everyone: 

 My deepest love and gratitude to Michael for the Wisdom and Beauty you brought to our lives and 

physical existence. 

 

From  Michael.sobieski1  to  Everyone: 

 just learning of Michael and the community only about 1.5 yrs. I can't say in words the way I have 

changed my outlook and positivity. 

 

From  Charlotte Wirstedt  to  Everyone: 

               thank you All for a beautiful ceremony held tonight, for this moment of a profound fullmoon and 

passing, sharing it with all of us                

 My greatest respect to Tuija, Heidi, family, friends & co-workers     LIGHT & LOVE     



 

From  RISA D  to  Everyone: 

 Prayers for Michael’s family - ongoing… 

 

From  Neysa  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you, Michael, for the Light you have brought through to shine on the path for the footsteps that 

follow.  Deep gratitude         Love & Light 

 

 

 

From  Rose Bates  to  Everyone: 

 I cannot express my appreciation to you Tuija and his family for sharing this most Sacred Journey with all 

of us. The Full Moon ceremony  was exceptional with such high potency. This has been such a blessing beyond 

words, We are all truly blessed and bless in return. Thank you SO MUCH!     

 

From  Cynthia Najim  to  Everyone: 

              

From  Nguyen Dac Dung  to  Everyone: 

                        

 

From  Brie's iPad (2)  to  Everyone: 

 Wisdom Bite by Michael Robbins: Occult Genesis. Courtesy of Monadic Media 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=eXnMaAQ3FmA&list=PLwomVxEzfPEMvEJ2_HkmAAA3FSQ4sRg1e&index=21 

 

From  Lynn’s iPad  to  Everyone: 

 May his continued journey be peaceful and full of the continuing love that surrounds him from Tuija, his 

family and the group. What a blessing to have been his student in MF these past few years and to become a part 

of the family created around him. We will continue our inner contact with him as he joins the Ashram of Master 

D.K. 

 

From  Alex  to  Everyone: 

 Speechless. A deep, deep bow. Silence. Go in peace on the wings of our love.      

 

From  Karen Johannsen  to  Everyone: 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=eXnMaAQ3FmA&list=PLwomVxEzfPEMvEJ2_HkmAAA3FSQ4sRg1e&index=21


 What a blessing, to pass on a full moon day. I think Michael might have arranged that.:):) 

 

From  Maria Rosa Valdevell  to  Everyone: 

 Our hearts beat in unison for you, Michael, have a blessed journey back to our Celestial Home, we won’t 

forget you and the task you carried out on behalf of the Masters of the Wisdom!. Much Love, Tuija and family, 

and thank you so much for sharing these unforgettable moments with us. Wish you great Peace and endless 

Blessings, may the Angels carry you on their wings today and in the days that follow.      

 

From  Uta Gabbay  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you dear Michael, dear Tuija, for thinning the veil, through your work and through this sacred 

passage, for all of us!                    

From  Francis  to  Everyone: 

 Michael's on a higher turn of the spiral but he'll always be with us. We know he expressed the will to love 

and he also expressed the will to wisdom. 

 

From  Marion  to  Everyone: 

 Many Thanks Mikhael Crow for holding the space                

 

From  rebecca   to  Everyone: 

 Kiitos                      

 

From  Kathy Newburn  to  Everyone: 

 so glad Michael's soul released him--such a special experience working with all of you.  Thank you Tuija 

and Heidi for holding space.            

 

From  Rose Bates  to  Everyone: 

    Kiitos suunnattomasti     

 

From  Mark Metzger  to  Everyone: 

 This vigil has been a blessing for the congregation of like hearts in the spirit of love. Thanks be to you and 

the family for sharing this special time to be together. Ad Astra and God speed beloved Michael                    

 

From  gabrielle herbertson  to  Everyone: 

 on the shortening golden road….to the indigo heart…. 



 

From  Winni  to  Everyone: 

 A Sound o Silence 

 

From  Brie's iPad (2)  to  Everyone: 

 The illusion of Death. Narrated by Michael Robbins  (Monadic Media)) https://youtu.be/HbT43Ee2Wb8 

 

From  Esther  to  Everyone: 

                   ,,,,,,, absolute infinitive …..      

 

From  JoWalz  to  Everyone: 

 Blessings and gratitude to you all for assisting in this beautiful and perfect transition. Deepest gratitude to 

the inner circle Tuija and Heidi and family and those closest - for sharing and allowing us to share in this exquisite 

and profound way. Let us continue united to live the legacy and the Loving Lighted teachings into the New Age. 

 

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you for these, Brie… they’re so good to listen to and truly deepen into his profound embodiment of 

the AW 

 

From  Alex  to  Everyone: 

 From the Heart Sutra: "Gate gate 

 paragate 

  parasamgate  

 bodhi svaha”  

 “Gone, gone, to the further shore,  

 Enlightenment, awakening. 

 Hallelujah- Svaha!” 

 "Svaha!" 

 

From  Brie's iPad (2)  to  Everyone: 

 Sister Sharon Om Shanti 

 

From  Esther  to  Everyone: 

https://youtu.be/HbT43Ee2Wb8


 The Earthly plane will miss you Dear Brother, but your Legacy will Live On for generations, Thank You, 

Heartfelt Love and Light for those who are left to continue the work of a great Human. Ommmmmmm 

 

From  Véronique Waumans  to  Everyone: 

       

 

From  Esther  to  Everyone: 

        S.E.E.D. 

 

 

From  rebecca   to  Everyone: 

 In south east Queensland   Australia this morning during Michaels Aquarius Oratorio there was an 

ENORMOUS BRILLIANT star      in the east . I wanted to tell Tuija  and Heidi to go out and look into the heavens 

and see if  they could also see it . Michaels Oratorio played in the silence of pre dawn, the brilliant blazing star      

in the east and the Aquarius      full moon setting in the west as he stepped through the gates of death .  

                               AUM      

 

From  Esther  to  Everyone: 

          

 

From  michaelweisenberger  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you Tuija for making it possible to participate in this most intimate of moments. Michael was a 

once in a lifetime encounter with something more than human. There was a divine aspect to him that 

contemplated the World and all its antics with delighted amusement even while doing its best to make it a better 

place by a life of one pointed Purpose and Service. His example is an inspiration to do better. Thank you. 

 

From  Maya Costley  to  Everyone: 

 Rebecca, when I was in my kitchen this morning, as I looked out to the sun, it was blinding in its brilliance. 

Truly remarkable in its brilliance. I thought, what is happening here? It was very unusual and noticeable. I am in N. 

CA. and I thought, this is a sign of something important about to happen. It then crossed my mind that maybe 

Michael might choose to pass today. 

 

From  Esther  to  Everyone: 

 https://makara.us/04mdr/06rituals/return-christ/ROC-09-The-Gates-Of-New-Life.mp3 

 

https://makara.us/04mdr/06rituals/return-christ/ROC-09-The-Gates-Of-New-Life.mp3


From  Kiki Bill  to  Everyone: 

 Very much love and many blessings to Tuija and Heidi and family      

 

From  Uriana  to  Everyone: 

 <3 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

      

 

 

From  Anna Sclar  to  Everyone: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JAkqSiV9Xyg 

 

From  Esther  to  Everyone: 

 Anna, thank you, so beautiful,       

 

From  David Hopper  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you Tuija for making this LIVE video possible. It allowed us - the esoteric community to hold a 

shared space for you and Michael. Blessings 

 

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

 Agreed, David. This has been an unique opportunity for the global esoteric sangha to hold space for Tuija, 

Michael’s children and each other. It’s been and continues to be a rare and precious gift. We’re so grateful for this 

time together. 

 

From  Mark Metzger  to  Everyone: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwFz3EThGMU 

 

From  Dana  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you Mikhel for all you have done to allow this to happen 

 

From  Robin Kornides  to  Everyone: 

 Michael, we release you in Love and Peace until summoned again to serve... it is Done.          

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JAkqSiV9Xyg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwFz3EThGMU


 

From  Anne Owens-Stone  to  Everyone: 

 “Well done good and faithful servant.” 

 Until we meet again, dear Brother, our hearts are bursting with Gratitude! 

 

From  Rose Bates  to  Everyone: 

 Watch for the mysterious presence of "wild" animals acting unusually tame, this is often the sign of a 

recently departed loved one communicating with you. 

 

 

From  Robbie Adkins  to  Everyone: 

 Brilliant mind, loving heart. 

 

From  rebecca   to  Everyone: 

        I have had the vigil on zoom for the entire 24 hours . Happened to awaken at 2am only to hear Tuija 

saying ‘“ can you hear me?” as she commenced the most clear and powerful guided meditation and discourse I’ve 

ever heard her give . What a Spiritual Warrior our Sister of the far north is . In true Capricornian power , it was as 

though she was leading MDR to the Lighted Way on and through the gates of death unto the Spiritual Worlds . It 

felt that Tuija in the     meditation  invited us all to become One to prepare the field for his leave-taking , his 

departure     We continue our Work empowered with the energy released with Michael stepping through into 

the Spiritual worlds . What a group Initiation and Healing this is . We are Truly One , United by this sacred ritual 

given so freely and generously by Tuija and Heidi and held together behind the scenes all these 20 something 

hours unstintingly by Mikhael. 

 

From  Heike Bobert  to  Everyone: 

 awakening the Bodhisattva within, in the community, and in the world                                                      

Namo’valokiteshvaraya Chant     https://youtu.be/IZkjX_c4hm4 

 

From  lorie  to  Everyone: 

 Jewel 

  

 As I step out of night 

 I pause, gaze upon the heavens 

 Reach up, slowly, gently  

 Pluck a star from the sky 

  

 It becomes as a jewel 

 Shimmering within my hand 

https://youtu.be/IZkjX_c4hm4


 Tenderly, lovingly, I present 

 Diamonds, crystal dust 

 Flowing moonbeams unto thee 

  

 I see the yearning, the love 

 Within your eyes 

 I feel your heart, cry in its guise 

 The abyss of longing 

 Pulls at me, abounds as water 

 Unto the seas 

  

 I pluck a star from the sky 

 Place it within thy breast 

 Flames of love now lighted 

 Flicker in a rolling mist 

 Burning brighter, their beauty 

 My bliss 

  

 I call unto thee 

 Thou callest unto me 

 Let my love pierce your heart 

 Let your love, shine as me 

 Diamonds 

 Jewels in the sky 

 

From  Anne Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Felt the same Rebecca       

 

From  linda clave  to  Everyone: 

 Love and transendance 

 

From  Suzy Miller  to  Everyone: 

 A softly whispered stillness fell about....In which a pregnant Glory seemed to shout....The dying moments 

of a passing Age....With all it's share of growth and pain and rage....Gave way with shuddered sigh and gnarled 

hand...to infant Life, now learning how to stand....And luminous eyes of shining, crystal Light....Gazed forth in 

wonder at the passing night....New Life reached out to that grown old....Then, Light blazed forth....and Silver 

merged with Gold.   (sm).....May you shine forth as a representative of the best of the past and the hope of the 

future, Michael 

 



From  Andrea Ross  to  Everyone: 

 A beautifully poignant day, soothed by the echoing “oms” and feeling extraordinary grace within the 

group. Collective Midwifery.              

 

From  Asha’s iPad  to  Everyone: 

 Dearest Michael. Love. Gratitude. Blessings. Peace               

 

From  Laura Ghiurca  to  Everyone: 

 A heart ligthter than a feather 

 

From  Vic  to  Everyone: 

 Forwarding, Diane Nutter (note in a donation).  

 "Dear Michael, in honor of your passing today, right after the Full Moon in Aquarius meditation, with so 

many loved ones and friends to bear witness. Very beautiful. With love and gratitude for you and your service." 

 

From  Laura Ghiurca  to  Everyone: 

 A heart lighter than a feather...May you receive all the blessings you have always so generously shared, 

Michael. Thank you for all 

 

From  Uriana  to  Everyone: 

  Rumi for Michael " I choose to Love you in silence ... For in silence I find no rejection , I choose to love you 

in loneliness ...For in loneliness no one owns you but me, I choose to adore you from a distance...For distance will 

sheild me from pain...I choose to kiss you in the wind...For the windis gentler than my lips, I chosse to hold you in 

my dreams ,you have no end" Rumi 

 

From  Rose Bates  to  Everyone: 

 Let us revel in joy together with Michael, the joy he is experiencing right now, sharing with all of us, it is so 

real and incredible!      

 

From  Heike Bobert  to  Everyone: 

 Yes, Rose. It is. joy joy joy 

 

From  Rose Bates  to  Everyone: 

         It is like jumping through rainbows in the sky          



 with the biggest grin and smile you can possibly make! 

 

From  Heike Bobert  to  Everyone: 

 and dancing like Shiva 

 

From  Janet Schwarz  to  Everyone: 

 Love and Gratitude Michael ...Yes dance in the starlight as you complete yr transition on the inner planes 

and yes dear brother I ."one day we will celebrate it in the way we now celebrate birth" 

 

From  Rose Bates  to  Everyone: 

 Let us not forget this Sacred moment whilst we are still here in form, as the joy of death is our true home. 

From  Jose Becerra  to  Everyone: 

 From Mexico City: "Dear Brother Michael, you have lived a life "In testimony of the Light and at the 

service of the Plan" (VBA), inspiring us, summoning us and evoking in us a response as One Soul. I am sure you will 

continue to do so from the Heart of the Ashram." -Luis A Hernandez 

From  Lyra  to  Everyone: 

 May the Holy Ones escort you to your resting place, Michael -a Star among men! 

 

From  L Christina Andersen  to  Everyone: 

 I had the opportunity to meet Michael over 30 years ago here in Asheville.  He did a work shop on the 7 

Rays.  I still have the notes and drawings.  I then much later made a series of paintings that I found out years later 

were directly related to the work.  We studied the Rays in a school I attended in SC.  I’ve just always loved this 

work, what he shared, and now I realize his dedication.  I feel very fortunate, and thankful, journey well, much 

love and appreciation. 

 

From  Maria Cristina Donnadieu  to  Everyone: 

 A the time Michael passed, our local Tucson group was entering into virtual full moon meditation,  into 

group identification and subjective networking, full moon meditation, at the time Michael passed.  Tears came to 

eyes .  His presence was fleetingly but intensely felt  as we were consciously entering that group field of unity, 

together deepening into a powerful, joyful meditation, standing/deepening in the stream of Love and Life now 

permeating our planetary life. ✨         Thank you, Michael and Tuija and each and every one of us, gathered 

under his magnetic presence….a Community of Heart.       Joy✨                   

 

From  Karen Gritzka  to  Everyone: 

 Michael has passed peaceable to the Other Side, where he joins 2 other High Initiates who recently 

passed, Thich Nhat Hahn and Desmond Tutu.  They are now working from the Other Side.  Michael remains with 

us through his teaching and the Morya Federation and SRI.  We can honor him by practicing self-forgetfulness, 



ahimsa and right speech.  Let us do our part.  Make us receptive to the Teachings.  Thank you, Michael.  Thank 

you, Tuija.  Blessings to Michael's family.  Tom Gritzka 

 

From  Maria Cristina Donnadieu  to  Everyone: 

 Joy and tears 

 

From  Tony Trần  to  Everyone: 

 Trò xin được biết ơn sự đóng góp bằng cuộc đời Thầy đã đúc kết kiến, diễn giải, lan tỏa Minh Triết từ các 

bậc chân sư. Biết ơn Thầy đã thành lập MF để trò và các bạn được tiếp xúc với các kiến thức, học và rèn luyện bản 

thân theo gương của thầy để phát triển linh hồn và phụng sự cộng đồng ! 

 

 

From  Vic  to  Everyone: 

 Translation to English, of above comment. (Thank you Tony Tran)  

  

 "I would like to be grateful for the contribution of the Master's life in summarizing, interpreting, and 

spreading Wisdom from the masters. Thank you teacher for establishing MF so that students and friends can be 

exposed to knowledge, learn and train themselves according to the teacher's example to develop their souls and 

serve the community!" 

 

From  Asha’s iPad  to  Everyone: 

 Yes @ Rose Bates.  Joy joy joy. Someone please post his time of transition               

 

From  Rose Bates  to  Everyone: 

 From Tuija Robbins to Everyone 01:06 PM 

 Michael passed on 8.17pm GMT, yes, on Regulus. Pluto on my Sun, Saturn on Michael's Mars, and Moon 

on my Pluto in Leo 29degrees. His passing was beautiful, very beautiful. His face is calm, reflecting the peaceful 

departure. Blessings to you All! 

 

From  Mark Metzger  to  Everyone: 

               

 

From  jeffrey lewis  to  Everyone: 

 J: an inspiration dear Heart, calling….to Be More 

 

From  Maya Costley  to  Everyone: 



 Sitting Shiva for Michael is a joy and an honor. 

 

From  Nicole Resciniti  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you so much Mikael for holding this sacred space on behalf of all of us and giving us the 

opportunity to hold the group light steady for Michael.much love 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

      

 

From  Uriana  to  Everyone: 

 <3   

From  Fred Safran  to  Everyone: 

 blessings.. love and fare thee well                               

 

From  Isheeta                                                                  to  Everyone: 

 Grateful and Thankful for teaching and teacher like MDR. Thank you for your blessings !! OM OM OM _/\_ 

 

From  Peggy Smith  to  Everyone: 

 All Hail the Traveller….Love is Forever 

 

From  Diana Bolbochan  to  Everyone: 

 from Duane  Carpenter (Fb): 

 The transitioning  takes  place of Michael David Robbins - a truly great man whose presence has enriched 

the entire planet and whose song will echo through the gates of eternity forever. 

 It will one day be more fully  recognized by the greater occult community that Michael Robbins fell into 

the category of a Ray or teaching Avatar. 

 We normally associate the idea of an Avatar with those stupendous lives that life outside of our system 

altogether but there are other categories that are not well recognized.  

 These lesser avatars are termed “teaching and ray avatars” and are direct representatives of these higher 

beings because they are open to the stimulation and force that emanates from the mental plane and above." 

 

From  Aleksandr  to  Everyone: 

 thank you for holding the space for us, brother 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 



 Big Love! 

 

From  Mark Metzger  to  Everyone: 

                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

From  Jose Becerra  to  Everyone: 

 Observing Regulus CNJ Moon passing by the meridian at midnight here in Atlanta. OM. OM. OM. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

From  iPad (3)  to  Everyone: 

 I am so grateful to have participated in Michael’s Zoom meetings and groups through the years. While 

thinking of him yesterday, I saw a brief white light. Farewell dear brother, and thank you for all your wisdom and 

advice.       

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 https://www.makara.us/portal/?page_id=1148 

 

From  Anne Parker  to  Everyone: 

       

 

From Robert Borel to Everyone: 

Dear Ones, 

As many of you already know, our dear friend, brother, co-disciple, and teacher has finally been freed from his 

worn-out  

physical body--with his etheric, emotional, and lower mental bodies soon to follow. When I say worn-out, it is 

because  

Michael has used those incarnational vehicles (veils) to do the equivalent of two lifetimes of service in this one  

https://www.makara.us/portal/?page_id=1148


incarnation. 

I am so happy/joyous/blissful for him. If anyone ever deserved a well-earned rest, it is Michael. He told me 

numerous  

times that he intended to forego devachan ("Devachan is regarded as the place where most souls go after death 

where  

desires are gratified, corresponding to the Christian belief in Heaven. However, Devachan is a temporary, 

intermediate  

state of being before the soul's eventual rebirth into the physical world." Wikipedia), and, instead, reincarnate as 

soon as  

possible to continue his world work. Since he 'left' in Aquarius, he will return in Aquarius. 

He also told me many times how much he wanted to be here for the centennial Hierarchical Conclave in 2025. I 

recently  

realized that he still can. If he returns in Aquarius 2023, he will be 2 years old at the time of the conclave! I sure 

hope  

he makes it back in time, since it is such a significant occurrence for him. 

I've been thinking of what to say about my Brother of Old that I have known (this lifetime) since May 1982, when 

we  

first met at an Arcane School Conference in NYC. What can I tell you about Michael David Robbins that you don't  

already know? His solemn, unwavering commitment to, and extensive and profound understanding of, the 

Ageless  

Wisdom, Hierarchy, and world service to Humanity is well known by most esotericists on the planet by now. 

And, as for the many adventures, experiences, insights, correspondences, conversations, and laughs (and there 

were  

many) that we shared over four decades, they are just too precious to mention publicly. But, I will cherish them 

until my  

time of departure. And, as I always told Michael, "They're not going to have to call me twice." 

But, I will close with two quotes that came to mind when I became aware of his imminent passing a few days ago. 

And  

remember: uncontrolled grieving and outbursts hinder the inward progress of the deceased by drawing their 

attention  

back to the physical plane, but prayers, meditations, blessings, and good thoughts and wishes facilitate their 

esoteric  

journey back to the Soul. 

". . .death or the disappearance of veils." 

 Djwhal Khul, DNA2, 320 

"A little while, a moment of rest upon the wind, and another woman shall bear me." 

 Kahlil Gibran, last line of The Prophet 



Sending my Deepest Love and Greatest Blessings to our Dear Brother, 

Robert 

 

From  Olivia Hansen  to  Everyone: 

 Good Night, Dear Friends.      Good Night, Beloved Michael ~ You have been Released to go HOME. 

⭐Thank You for your Magnificent Service Here.  We All Love You ~ and Know You will be Working Well on the 

Higher Planes....in Wonderful Service there.          

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

 Olivia, thank you for your ongoing loving support for this work and Michael all these years. 

 

From  Olivia Hansen  to  Everyone: 

 My Joy ~ as with All of Us!       

From  Olivia Hansen  to  Everyone: 

 And Dear Mikhael!  Thank YOU for your Dedicated Service -- And Your Wonderful Knowledge and Ability 

to link us all in Zoomland ~~ and keep that outer connection going!  It's so Needed.  Much Love!      

 

From  Anh Nguyen  to  Everyone: 

 If we hold on together...In the dark we'll feel the light 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W_BuqSfDym4 

 

From  rebecca   to  Everyone: 

 As we continue to hold the silence in vigil for our brother pilgrim entering the spiritual realms it is A Holy 

and Sacred moment as we witness the Blue dawn light in Finland 🇫🇮 through the windows in the Temple of Silence 

. I’m witnessing its profound beauty from here in Australia with awe and wonder . What a Holy and Sacred 

experience we are honoured to experience together as one Heart United in our Love for Michael and our devotion 

to the Hierarchy.  

 Finland time is 729am 

From  Jose Becerra  to  Everyone: 

 Good morning, Finland! 
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From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

                     

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W_BuqSfDym4
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From  Rose Bates  to  Everyone: 

 Good morning! You can see the pure snow on the trees, so special!     

 

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

 What a beautiful snowy morning view out the window! 

 

From  Walter Pullen  to  Everyone: 

 It's evening here, and tonight Jessica and I saw the Aquarius Full Moon rise in the East.        It was 

supremely bright and radiant, and felt like a blessing from Michael!       We send blessings in return for his journey 

on the other side.          Much appreciation, Love, and joy!       

 

From  Debbi Lyon  to  Everyone: 

 It was the greatest privilege to have had you as a teacher in the USR MSE program. May we meet again. 

                  

 

From  Steve Thane  to  Everyone: 

 Dear Brother 

  

 . . .  light merges into Light, 

 life to Life, as under Law 

           soul absorbing  . . . 

 into Oversoul. 

  

 And more than flesh and blood, 

           Love reigns supreme— 

 through the very Heart of God. 

  

 The Law of Attraction sweeping all 

 within it’s wake, for which, at decision’s hour 

           death’s great illusion 

 is dispelled. 

  

 Where indeed we utter, at-one with the Christ : 

           I / and my Father / are One . . . 

            

 That whatsoever ye shall ask in my name, 

 that will I do; that the Father 

           may be glorified 

 in the Son. 

  



 It is here, that the sons of God  

           within ourselves ‘attract’, 

 to Life returning  

 unto the Heart.  

  

 It is thus, we celebrate,  

           a soul; a son of God  

 returning unto it’s own.  

  

 Let us then strengthen  

           attraction of soul / to Oversoul.  Let us  

 ‘change, with him’, all sense of separation not because  

 the body is weak, but because the Spirit is willing : 

  

 For we know : that the sons of men are one,  

           and we are one with the 

 

From  Stephane Chollet  to  Everyone: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=eXnMaAQ3FmA&list=PLwomVxEzfPEMvEJ2_HkmAAA

3FSQ4sRg1e&index=21&fbclid=IwAR3YsGQFOQHeHrkDsy-9fS_G0uXcnPSVDu26EufhAcQtM3shWIEK5XNFa8U       

 

From  Steve Thane  to  Everyone: 

 and we are one with them:  

 Let all men love. 

           Let love prevail. 

 

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

 From Melia Helson, who sent this email. She and I did our MSE together in the 90s       I first met 

Michael in the late 80's when he, Marianne Cassalino and Dot Mavor came to Sancta Sophia Seminary and gave a 

Seven Rays Seminar for three days. Michael opened the program by standing up and dramatically speaking "Lost 

am I in Light Supernal and on that Light I turn my back!" He then proceeded to explain that that is not as selfish as 

it might first seem to the un-initiated. That was the beginning of my love for that body of teaching and for those 

who spread that teaching.  

 Michael devoted his life to that work and I can only offer my opinion. It was work well done and a major 

contribution to the quality of life on Planet Earth and Humanity at large.  

 Thank you so very much Michael. Let Light and Love and Power restore the Plan on Earth. 

 

From  Baiba Vija Strads  to  Everyone: 

      love, and more love….     
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From  Stephane Chollet  to  Everyone: 

 "Lord, now lettest Thou Thy servant depart in Peace."   

 "Father, into thy hands, I commend My spirit."       

 

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

 “Waking up this morning, I smile. Twenty-four brand new hours are before me. I vow to live fully in each 

moment and to look at all beings with eyes of compassion.” 

 ― Thich Nhat Hanh 

 

08:22:17 From  iPad (3)  to  Everyone: 

       

 

From  Birger Norup  to  Everyone: 

 Light and love from Denmark to you and your new work 

 

From  Bayo Oladele  to  Everyone: 

 OM OM OM 

 

From  Louise Arnold  to  Everyone: 

 thank you  thank you   thank you 

 

From  Fred Safran Lyndhurst N  director  to  Everyone: 

 morning has broken 

 like the first morning 

 love light strength and blessings to all                  ⭐                                            

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 Also visit the Vigil page on Makara to hear the solar fire ritual and Full Moon Ceremony 

 https://www.makara.us/portal/?page_id=1148 

 

From  rebecca   to  Everyone: 

https://www.makara.us/portal/?page_id=1148


 Thank you for your loving consistent presence mikhael crow 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

      Anything I can do for such an amazing and wonderful man and community is an honor.  Michael Issa 

and Mami have my unwavering love and so does this community always!  Great love to al!  And Infinite Love to 

dear Michael David Robbins 

 

From  Heidi Robbins  to  Everyone: 

 Beloved friends, 

 I cannot thank you enough for your great love and care surrounding dad during these days. 

 I know he felt held and uplifted. 

 Perhaps Tuija already told you that we were reading him these notes up until 5 minutes before his 

passing. I send you all boundless love and gratitude. 

 

From  Khanh Vu  to  Everyone: 

          

 

From  Zenaide Moret  to  Everyone: 

                       

 

From  Jose Becerra  to  Everyone: 

                       

 

From  Aurea  to  Everyone: 

 I am grateful to be in this support group for the passing of our beloved Michael Robbins. I leave here my 

support for Tuija and all the family and friends, and the precious Team that accompanied him. May the Love of 

Christ console you and may He, the beloved disciple of the coming Age of Aquarius, follow within all of us like a 

Beacon of Light illuminating the Path. 

 

From  Joanna White USA  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you Heidi, no I did not know…..it has been one of the greatest joys and privileges to hold the space 

for Michael, his family and all the world wide friends.  A sacred time and so important that we continue on…. 

 

From  Catherine P  to  Everyone: 



 Dearest Heidi, we are eternally grateful and have the upmost respect for allowing us to support this very 

sacred and private moment in time for you, Tuija, your brothers and your families. There is so much love and 

infinite gratitude for your father to be expressed from the global esoteric community, that holds him so dearly in 

the light and in our hearts. We are so grateful to have the opportunity to support him in his journey as he has 

always supported all of us. So much love to you and many gracious blessings. 

 

From  Diane Nutter  to  Everyone: 

 Dear Heidi, so very glad you are there with your Dad and Tuija. Ditto to the note from Catherine P, so 

beautifully and eloquently said. With much love to both of you and your families during this difficult, beautiful and 

sacred time.           

 

From  Diane Nutter  to  Everyone: 

 To Makhiel, thank you for your loving service and many heartfellt tributes to Michael, and the whole 

sound and technical team for making this possible. With deep gratitude.           

 

From  Andreea Ion  to  Everyone: 

 An unbelievebale Soul, an unbelievable Man, I am forever grateful that my journey into Ageless Wisdom 

was initiated and guided through Michael”s teachings. May your way back Home be blessed and lighted. The next 

Journey awaits. Much love, much gratitude and many blessings to him and his family! Andreea 

From  Wendy Thompson  to  Everyone: 

 This vigil has been so exquisitely beautiful bringing together as it has so many touched by Michael's heart, 

the gifts of his spirit and radiance of his service.  

 Heartfelt gratitude to you dearest Tuiji and Heidi and family for sharing this sacred time and space with all 

of us.  And blessings Mikha’el for your beautiful presence. 

 Siriusly loving Michael as his journey continues onward, and upward, and through. 

 In Heart Communion, Wendy 

 

From  Jose Becerra  to  Everyone: 

 I had to step out for a lab appt early this morning. On my way back, the Sirius-XM in my car radio was 

playing the 4th movement of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony on Ch. 76 (Symphony Hall). Quite forceful expression of 

the Will-to-Good. What a nice coincidence, I thought. But I didn't see coming what was next. A piece I've never 

heard before: Vaughan Williams's Lark Ascending. It was exactly 7:17am when I realized this was a Jungian 

moment of synchronicity. I stopped, took a snapshot and continued listening. Thank you, Michael, for sharing 

your uplifting experience. Fly high, Brother, until to reach INFINITY.   



 https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/ten-pieces/classical-music-vaughan-williams-lark-ascending/znwdbdm

 

 

 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 All of this and more is available at the Makara page as well: 

 https://www.makara.us/portal/?page_id=1148 

 

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

 Jose, Vaughan Williams is perfect…      

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 Big love to you all and so much gratitude for sharing so much and adding to this Time immemorial 

infinitudeness… is the infinitude the same as the infinitesimal.. a question MDR asked often in IAB webinars.  That 

brilliance cherished and forever missed.  And still heard within the inner silent space. 

 Hugs hugs Hugs!! 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/ten-pieces/classical-music-vaughan-williams-lark-ascending/znwdbdm
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From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

 A short melody improvised over the drone. 

For Michael 

Robbins.m4a
 

 I’ll do something “more” with it later.      

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 thank you thank you! 

 

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

       

 

From  Jose Becerra  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you, Sharon. BEAUTIFUL! 

 

From  Jose Becerra  to  Everyone: 

Infinity I #178: ...a wondrous truth is in beauty. Cosmos affirms evolution by this formula. Cosmos directs the 

world to the mastery of beauty. Yes, verily, the Mother of the World possesses the Magnet of Beauty. 

#316: The Great Reason strains all cosmic spheres; hence, the destiny of man has as its basis the cooperation and 

beauty of Infinity. 

 #3: When we renounce ignorance we shall understand the entire beauty of Infinity! 

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

 Jose       

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

       Gratitude for that 

 

From  Michael Stacy  to  Everyone: 

 Recently I prepared a compilation and synopsis on the Law of Death, which is one of the Laws of Nature. I 

have attached the compilation, and the synopsis follows (in several parts): 

 Law of Death: This law is an expression of the Life Principle, not only within our solar system, but also the 

universe. The Life Principle is variously called Life, Light, and Electricity – all being aspects of the Divine 

Intelligence as the first emanation of SOURCE. “It gives life and produces death.” All that manifests within the 

Cosmic Spectrum of Reality [the Cosmic Planes] is subject to this law. It controls the substance of personality 

forms (physical/emotional/mental) within that spectrum. 



 Once form has served its purpose, this law governs its concealing, destruction, and sacrifice to a higher 

evolving life, thus bringing in a period of rest until a next incarnation. So, the law frees indwelling Lives from 

prisons of form. For Earth humanity, not only can there be a “physical” death that we observe with our senses, 

but there can be a “spiritual” death that results from disobeying natural laws, where there may be intelligence but 

no recognition of the inner Self. These are referred to as the walking dead. 

 Due to conditions on our planet brought about by the third race, “A great new law of nature was then 

imposed by the planetary Logos which has been expressed (very inadequately) by the words, ‘The soul that 

sinneth, it shall die.’”[2] This law, being one of the secrets of life and death, has been taught in mystery schools 

for thousands of years. Aspects of it include the Laws of Disintegration and of Sacrifice, and it works closely with 

the Laws of Cause and Effect, of Cycles, of Evolution, and of Rebirth. Symbolically for this law, the cross within a 

circle  represents birth, life, death and immortality. 

 That which we call ‘death’ can be brought on by Soul in accord with this law, but also by accidents, 

violence, war, etc. unrelated to Soul intent. Individuals and/or groups can offset this law through the use of the 

personal will, although it is not advisable. Doing so reflects a herd instinct motivated by preservation of a 

personality and its form. The use of extraordinary measures to delay death (rather than prolong life) by modern 

objective medicine raises difficult ethical and legal questions having their basis in a fear of death. It may also be 

offset by strong emotions of attachment by ‘loved ones’ wanting to hang onto the physical form of one departing. 

Thus, it keeps an evolving life from progressing. 

 Although ‘death’ may destroy the form, the Life within the form does not die. The Principle of Life is 

closely linked with energy Eg, which controls, manipulates and geometrizes the elemental forces of nature – 

primarily in the cosmic mental, emotional, and physical states of Consciousness and Being. Key phrase: A useful 

process in reconstruction. 

 

 I have been ‘toying’ with the idea of giving the energy qualities subscripts (Eg for instance which is Ray 7) 

rather than using ray numbers, which could give an impression of hierarchical importance 

 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Michael David Robbins(Direct Message): 

 Issa!!  Well things will change a lot now.  I will miss you so much.  I enjoyed so very much working with 

you side by side these last years and laughing and joking.  Your Guddha Buddha sunshine boy misses you very 

much.  You were more than just a teacher to me but a Father.  I love you with every fiber of my being.  Please help 

us guide Morya forward from the other side and let the impressions that need to be imparted be so in order that 

we fulfill the vision and grow the teachings.  Come visit me sometimes I will be blubbering and crying a lot for 

some time now and would love to feel you around.  A beautiful beautiful beautiful man you are.  Thank you for 

being in my life and god speed on your journey to the stars. 

 

From  Michael David Robbins  to  Mikhael Crow(Direct Message): 

 We Love You! 

 

From  Mark Metzger  to  Everyone: 

               



 

From  Anne Jukarainen  to  Everyone: 

 When God is near, there are no words.. <3 

 

From  Morya Federation EH Facilitators  to  Everyone: 

 REVERENCE AND HONOR (from Diana Bolbochan): Reverence and Honor to this Being of whom language 

is unable to describe his Gigantic Greatness. DC says that he is possibly an Avatar of the Teachings, I do not know 

if he is, but I do know that he immersed us (and continues to do so) in the elevated teachings of Master DK with 

the Power of his enthusiastic passion and the courage to do so until his last breath of air, the Love of his service 

transmitted with humility and solemnity and the Light he received from Realities that always anticipated what one 

could access and that have always been and will always be "revelatory". 

From  Morya Federation EH Facilitators  to  Everyone: 

 Reverence and Honor to that incarnated Monad that now initiates new Journeys. Reverence and Honor to 

the One Who magnetically, electrically united all the brothers and sisters who now accompany us in this Sacred 

Second of our becoming to pay tribute in Your Name. We recognize ourselves as One with You, continuing our 

group work and preparing ourselves for 2025 and beyond with more firmness and commitment, because as you 

say: "we must not do what we can, we must make it possible". And so it will be. Honor, Reverence and Gratitude 

radiate to you, Beloved Michael Robbins. From Diana Bolbochan 

 

From  Jose Becerra  to  Everyone: 

 It's so wonderful to listen to the Great Mother receiving Her newly arrived son back home, embracing him 

with Sharon's lullaby. Thank you, Sharon, for channeling Her energies.  

 https://vimeo.com/678735599 

 

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

 Oh, Thank You for doing that, Jose. Helps me hear it better, too… for the next step… 

 

From  Jose Becerra  to  Everyone: 

      

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 Please feel free to share any tributes here or send them to us.  Send to mikhaelcrow@gmail.com 

 We will be creating an ongoing Tribute to Brother Michael into the future. Big love to you all! 

 

From  Mark Metzger  to  Everyone: 

      

https://vimeo.com/678735599
mailto:mikhaelcrow@gmail.com


 

From  Zenaide Moret  to  Everyone: 

           

 

From  Anne Parker  to  Everyone: 

 Looks like there is a closing ceremony coming up in an hour and 15 minutes if I read the email correctly.  

Blessings to all. Thank you, Mikhael for exquisitely caring for this vigil.  Thank you Tuija, Heidi, and the rest of the 

family for including us.  Love and Light       

 

From  BL  to  Everyone: 

 Love and prayers to Tuija, Heidi, Brennon, and the rest of the family.  Michael will be sorely missed by so 

many of us, but our lives are so much greater for what he shared with us all.  He will always be in our hearts and 

he left us so much to remember him by.  Love and Light, Michael, on your journey to the stars. 

 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 Yes!           

 

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

 There is no ‘loss’ without a ‘gain.’ 

 

 

From  Aurea  to  Everyone: 



 Yes BL, we are blessings with him presence in our lives.        

 

From  BL  to  Everyone: 

 I love that, Sharon.  And we gained so much! 

 

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

 The ‘gain’ resulting from the ‘loss’ isn’t greater… there is an equilibrium. The give and take is endless from 

the community to him and back again. Ongoing. Interbeing. No beginning, no end.      

 

From  Rose Bates  to  Everyone: 

 So beautiful and moving Sharon     thank you 

 

From  lorie  to  Everyone: 

 Listen to the synchronization of the silence for it is the measure of sound that lifts you sweeter and higher 

 

From  Maria Cristina Donnadieu  to  Everyone: 

 A Gathered Community of Heart...                      transcending Death                                                      

Gratitude       

 

From  iPhone (Anne)  to  Everyone: 

 Yes Maria.           

 

From  Jan Oliveira  to  Everyone: 

 i have appreciated joining with All of You, united in our deep love and respect for Michael. It has helped 

form a bond to help us move through and keep moving forward without this dear friend at the helm. Now, i sense 

a healing time is needed. An integration of this loss and establishing our direction for the future. My deepest 

support is with Tuija and i know we also share this thought, as well. Anything you need Tuija. Anytime you may 

need it, we will be there. 

 

From  Lori Ann Smith  to  Everyone: 

 It is a joy to witness the many lives that Michael touched! I feel much reverence for Tuija and Michael's 

family, in allowing this sacred moment to be shared with the group, and as a group event. How symbolic, perfect 

and pristine it was that Michael's passing occurred in the last decanate of Aquarius, and at the Aquarius Full 

Moon; indeed, a World Disciple and a World Server! A part of me felt as though Michael was 'directing' his own 

transition.  To Michael: I honor your Spiritual Presence, your leadership, and the inspiring, uplifting influence 



you've had on so many! You are a profound Spiritual Teacher for me! I take solace in knowing that I was able to 

share the degree of these sentiments with you some time ago. You, of course, will always be with us, only from 

more subtler realms. Eternal love and gratitude!!!⭐      

 

From  maria hubbuch  to  Everyone: 

 So much love      

 

From  Jan Oliveira  to  Everyone: 

 well said, Lori Ann 

 

From  Anh Nguyen  to  Everyone: 

 ''Float freely, my dear friend. You are free now. Until we meet again, farewell, my angel.'' 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D_McuNpDA_M 

 

From  Winni  to  Everyone: 

 Michael, so Loving and sharing, His wisdom, his persistent willingness to teach us the Ageless Wisdos 

deapest  secrets. With Love and patience, the Tapestry is endless.                             As a Messenger from abowe, 

endless was the streaming way to express. A a treasure in my heart I,ll keep your smile and meetings with you in 

person. At Humlegården in Denmark, The Tempel of Silence in Finland and the Conferences in Arizona. And the 

numbereus times on line…              From a humble part of my heart, Im so grateful for all I have been given. These 

Greatest Gifts. I promiseto keep on unfolding the Light of my Soul                     Deapest Gratitude to you Tuija and 

the Family, to share this special time with us.  So much LOVE 

 

From  MysticJanet  to  Everyone: 

 Blessed are we who were so lucky to know him as teacher, guider. His inclusiveness was unbelievable. We 

will always remember you, Michael for your dear kindest of heart , spirit and living out the Plan. Thank you Again 

for how much you gave that we may continue on the Path. Blessings, Janet 

 

From  Mark Metzger  to  Everyone: 

 This vigil has been one of warmth and love in remembrance of a life of service well lived . A continuance 

now on a higher plane. What an honor to be among you at this sacred time.               

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 Visit the Special Vigil page on Makara: 

 https://www.makara.us/portal/?page_id=1148 

From  Aurea  to  Everyone: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D_McuNpDA_M


             

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 Please send any tributes art video audio text to mikhaelcrow@gmail.com  We are assembling an ongoing 

tribute to our Sacred Brother, Teacher, Father, Friend and Infinite Being 

 

From  Lori Ann Smith  to  Everyone: 

 Michael, I would also like to acknowledge your Monumental work in Identify As Being. It is incredibly 

powerful and experiential work...penetrating ever deeper into the nature of Being, True Identification, and even 

beyond! It takes a courageous, pioneering Spirit, (such as Michaels) to attempt such an approach! Michael, may 

your inquiries into "What does it really mean to be Dimensionless?" and "How did the Supra Universal Deity 

Arise?" now be within closer reach -  now that you are liberated!!!⭐ 

 

From  Jan Oliveira  to  Everyone: 

 an old Lutheran benediction. "Bless be the ties that bind. Our hearts in Christian Love. The Fellowship of 

kindred minds, is like to Thine Above". 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 Lori Yes I will miss so much Identify as Being and Treatise on Cosmic Fire.  The dimensionless supra 

universal... now he knows first hand. 

 

From  Bisi -️-️-        to  Everyone: 

 Thank you, Michael. I have come to know as a teacher, an educator, and a guide in recent years. You are 

generous and kind. As you once said to me, you like to give gifts! You are forever in my heart and  in the hearts of 

all who  have been touched by your teachings. Thank you                    God Bless You             

 

From  Lori Ann Smith  to  Everyone: 

 Oh yes, Mikhael...we learned a new language!!! 

 

From  Suzy Miller  to  Everyone: 

 See Victoria Stone's great description of compiling that treatise on Facebook 

 

From  Jan Oliveira  to  Everyone: 

 Be a Lamp Unto Yourselves. 

From  FCE - Univ. da Luz  to  Everyone: 



 Thank you so much Michael  

 God bless you                    

 

From  Tia Clark  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you, Michael... I apologize for my inability to describe the magnitude of your presence and gifts 

that your teaching and the Motya Federation have meant to my life.  In this case, words fall short... 

 

From  Heli  to  Everyone: 

 !The Time for my entry into Nirvana now has come - these are my last words.... with so much Love to my 

brother and Teacher Michael...in Infinity... 

 

From  Dana  to  Everyone: 

 Words truly fall short of any expressions of compassion, wisdom, joy, beauty, sharing, brotherhood, 

unconditional love and selfless service that the world has received from our beloved Michael.  To have been gifted 

to watch this unfoldment ove the last 40 years has truly been a blessings.  And though large shoes to fill, I am 

greatful he has left the work to be continued in such capable hands.  He will never be any farther from us than the 

lotus within each and every heart.  And perceived through the continuly thinning veil. 

 

From  Mark Metzger  to  Everyone: 

              

 

From  Khanh Hoang  to  Everyone: 

              

 

From  tara blasco  to  Everyone: 

 Many blessings to Michael in his journey back home, and much love to Tuija, Heidi and all co-workers.      

 

From  FCE - Univ. da Luz  to  Everyone: 

              

 

From  Anna Sclar  to  Everyone: 

 much  Love,  and   gratitude   to   Michael's  wife  and   working    group .    It  was  a  great  planetary  

event -  the  work  ,  communion  and   teaching   of  Michael  Robbins.  

  

  



  And  we  are privelged    to  catch    some of  His  Radiance,  which  is  propelling  Him  now ahead ,  to    

the   heart  of   God. 

 

From  Mark Metzger  to  Everyone: 

                   

 

From  Dilara  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you Michael! With deepest gratitude and Love. Dilara                    

 

From  Rosemary Wilkie  to  Everyone: 

 Rosemary Wilkie to everyone. Love and blessings to Michael on your way home, and gratitude for all you 

have written to teach us, and for the conferences. Love to Tuija and deep sympathy for your loss. 

 

From  Tania Belfort  to  Everyone: 

 Very touching and inspiring, just as Psalm 23. Thanks for sharing with us, Tuija.  I am so happy he had a 

peaceful transition and am sure that our work together will continue since his energy is endless and enduring.  We 

are sure he will continue his mission with all of us in his heart - with all my love and appreciation for your work 

and devotion.  Tania Belfort 

 

From  ali001  to  Everyone: 

 Love to Tuiija and all of you          

 

From  Heidi  Lorenz’s iPhone  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you for the radiance of Love spread through the Life!                  

 

From  Alex Ratcliffe  to  Everyone: 

 "This body is not me. 

 I am not limited by this body. 

 I am life without boundaries. 

 I have never been born, 

 and I have never died. 

 Look at the ocean and the sky filled with stars, 

 manifestations from my wondrous true mind. 

 Since before time, I have been free. 

 Birth and death are only doors through which we pass, 

 sacred thresholds on our journey. 

 Birth and death are a game of hide-and-seek. 



 So laugh with me, 

 hold my hand, 

 let us say good-bye, 

 say good-bye,                   to meet again soon. 

 We meet today. 

 We will meet again tomorrow. 

 We will meet at the source every moment. 

 We meet each other in all forms of life." 

 

From  Hồ MinhQuang  to  Everyone: 

                   

 

From  FCE - Univ. da Luz  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you Tuija!!!   Much  love   Greetings from Belo Horizonte - Brasil 

 

 

 

From  Rose Bates  to  Everyone: 

 And Michael will be with us when we gather in his name 

 

From  Joke Gielen  to  Everyone: 



 Thank you for sharinig This great disciple of the Christ is finding his way now to his true Home. Leaving his 

great gifts to all of us 

 

From  Bruno Dias  to  Everyone: 

 A huge huge huge hug to all of you dear sisters and brothers 

 

From  Mark Metzger  to  Everyone: 

 :)))      

 

From  Diane Adams  to  Everyone: 

 "I am the light and the life". Beloved Source, all that you are, we are also.  So much LOVE is coming 

through.  Gratitude is flowing freely.  Thank you for this gift of Peace, Light, and Love, Tuija                   

 

From  Cherie Peterson  to  Everyone: 

 We love you Tuija. Thank you for always being there with your radiance with words to fill our hearts. May 

your strength, courage and Love come back to you a hundred fold in this time of transition. 

 

From  Anna Papadaki  to  Everyone: 

 Let s keep this contact regularly in the future 

 

From  Aurea  to  Everyone: 

 Gratitude Tuija for giving us the opportunity of this great union where we are One as a group. Thank you 

for your dedication and generosity. Now "the footsteps of the son follow the Way of the Father." Rest in Peace 

Michael Robbins. 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 YES we continue the work together in the teachings and as brothers and sisters 

 

From  Lesley Vann  to  Everyone: 

 Standing with you Tuija, Michael’s family, and the Group, with love, service, uplift, and friendship. The 

Group will be further united, as this Great Light merges further into the Light. 

 

From  Debbi Lyon  to  Everyone: 

 It would be an amazing blessing to continue in the teachings and work together!                  



 

From  Heike Bobert  to  Everyone: 

 We ARE the continuation     

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 We mourn we listen we sit in silence and absorb... then we come back together learning growing and 

having webinars and more. 

 

From  Jose Becerra  to  Everyone: 

 I LEFT 

  

 I am prepared for the road. 

 All that was mine I renounced. 

 You will take it, my friends. 

 Now for the last time, I shall survey 

 My house. Once more 

 I shall view my possessions. Upon the images 

 Of friends I shall look once more. 

 For the last time. 

 I know already 

 That here nothing of mine remains. 

 Possessions and all that impeded me 

 Freely I am giving away. Without them 

 I shall be more free. Before the One 

 Who calls me, liberated 

 I shall appear. 

 Now once more 

 I shall survey the house. View once more 

 That from which I am released, 

 Free and liberated and firm 

 In thought. The images of friends and the view 

 Of my former things 

 Do not confuse me. I am going. I am hurrying. 

 But once more—for the 

 Last time I shall survey all that 

 I left. 

 N Roerich, 1918 (Flame in Chalice)  

 https://roerich.org/roerich-writings-flame-in-chalice.php 

 

From  Dana  to  Everyone: 

 Michael.....the Modern Avatra!!! 

https://roerich.org/roerich-writings-flame-in-chalice.php


 

From  Alexis Chinonn  to  Everyone: 

 Michael thanks for your teaching. 

 

From  Maria João Matos  to  Everyone: 

 Grateful      

  

From  Catherine  to  Everyone: 

 Michael you are an inspiration and I am so grateful for all you have given us. 

 

From  Chuong Pham  to  Everyone: 

 Water of life are you, our beloved teacher Michael D. Robbins, poured forth for thirsty men. We will 

continue your work until Occultism wins the day. Love and blessing to Tuija, Heidi and all in big family. <3 <3 <3 

 

From  Anna Sclar  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you  Tuija  for  your  love , support and   giving  happiness  to  Michael...    Sure,  you  were  chosen  

by God  to  be  together! 

 

From  Duncan Mason  to  Everyone: 

 In heartfelt gratitude for all of the wisdom you have shared through your work, Michael, we stand 

together and recognize this significant transition. May we all meet some day on the other side in love, in light, in 

power. Fare forward voyager, brother of the light, sister of the source. 

 

From  Khanh Vu  to  Everyone: 

 Proud to be a student of Ageless Wisdom at MF & SRI, Thanks so much Michael & teachers to pouring 

Love, Light, Power on Earth. Love you so much Michael! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From  Duane Carpenter  to  Everyone: 



 Dear Group 

 MDR's departure from this plane is having a powerful stimulating effect on the esoteric community to 

become more connected and active. Michael’s powerful mind and extensive teaching aura may be more potent 

now than when he was actually here in the physical if we can properly tune in. Paradoxically, the soul on its own 

plane always has greater luminosity and power then while in incarnation and working through the lower vehicles.  

 This should be a period of not only  mourning of our dearly beloved brothers departure, but a time to 

strengthen the wonderful work that Michael and Tuija and others have initiated and have been dedicated  to so  

extensively over the years. Members of the occult community group need to use this powerful group unity to step 

up and take more responsibility that will surely fall more fully onto the shoulders of the Board of Directors as well 

as Tuija with Michaels departure. 

 There is a term in Esoteric Buddhism titled “Psychic Gift waves” and is a level of sensitivity that will 

emerge more and more as we approach 2025. Psychic sensitivity in its higher form, includes a telepathic rapport 

amongst group members and their teacher and is only going to get more powerful and dynamic as we move 

towards 2025. 

                                                                       Psychic Gift Waves 

 “Most ideas, when of a very high order, are stepped down into the consciousness of a disciple by his 

Master and are imparted to him through mental telepathy, and as a result of his sensitivity to the "psychic gift 

waves," as the Tibetan teaching calls them. Ideas are also sensed in the interplay between disciples. Frequently, 

when disciples meet together and thus stimulate each others' minds and centralize each other’s' focused 

attention, they can unitedly make a contact with the world of ideas which would otherwise be impossible, and 

bring through the newer concepts into being. (Glamor 62) 

“I would here remind you that the centres above the diaphragm have only one vital point of energy, whilst the 
centres below the solar plexus also have only one, but that the solar plexus itself has two points of dynamic 
energy—one most ancient and awakened, being expressive of the life of the astral or lower psychic body, and the 
other waiting to be brought into conscious activity by the soul. When this has happened, the awakening to the 
higher issues of life makes the disciple sensitive to the higher "psychic gift waves" (as the Tibetan occultists call 
them) of the spiritual world.” (DINA 2 p- 115) 

“If this is carried out correctly and with deliberation, plus regularity, it will eventually bring about a most 
productive telepathic interplay between the disciples in a group and between the individual disciple, the Master 
and the larger Ashram. It will also make the disciple sensitive to the higher "gift waves." The entire meditation 
(in its two parts) involves, therefore, the linking up of heart and head, of the mystic and the occult approach, and 
also of feeling and knowledge.” (DINA 1 87-88) 



 

 

From  Karen Gritzka  to  Everyone: 

 Bravo, Michael, Bravo! Gratitude and love to Tuija, Heidi, Brennon and family for allowing us to share this 

vigil and beautiful closing ceremony honoring our beloved teacher, brother, friend and true world server. 

 

From  Jan Oliveira  to  Everyone: 

 Excellent thoughts, Duane. 

 

From  Bruno Dias  to  Everyone: 

 Sursum Corda!!! 

 

From  Anu Kallavus  to  Everyone: 

 Gratitude              

 

From  Susan Manning  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you to Michael for being an indefatigable teacher and to Tuija, Heidi and family for letting us share 

this sacred experience. 



 

From  Rose Bates  to  Everyone: 

 It has been such an uplifting honor to be able to participate in this Sacred moment. Thank you so much 

Tuija, Heidi, Matt, Brennon, family and fellow brothers and sisters. Gratitude and love beyond measure!     

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

 Indeed, Rose 

 

From  maria hubbuch  to  Everyone: 

 Yes, gratitude beyond measure       

 

From  Suzy Miller  to  Everyone: 

 A tribute to Love, from the Heart of Love 

 

From  Heidi Robbins  to  Everyone: 

 Such a tremendous gift to feel this circle of love pouring forth. Eternally grateful. 

 

From  Tiiu  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you, Tuija, for sharing this experience. 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 Let this inspiration and light keep our torches burning ever bright as we continue together. 

 

From  Birgitte  to  Everyone: 

                 

 

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

      Heid 

 

From  neysa b  to  Everyone: 

 Yes, thank you Tuija for sharing your grounded heart 

 

From  Patrice Egleston  to  Everyone: 



              

 

From  Jessica Baird  to  Everyone: 

 Absolutely! What a beautiful experience.       

From  Walter Pullen  to  Everyone: 

                                           

 

From  Joan's iPad  to  Everyone: 

                   

 

From  Bruno Dias  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you dear Tuija 

 

From  L Christina Andersen  to  Everyone: 

 Many Blessings to you and All, Thank You! 

 

From  Jose Becerra  to  Everyone: 

       Heidi      

 

From  Mark Metzger  to  Everyone: 

                   

 

From  Dana  to  Everyone: 

 My Love to you Tuija and Hidi and the entire family 

 

From  Phuong Bui  to  Everyone: 

                     

 

From  Heike Bobert  to  Everyone: 

                 

 



From  Yvette  to  Everyone: 

                    

 

 

From  Zenaide Moret  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you all. Many blessings.                   

 

From  Suzy Miller  to  Everyone: 

 "...and when all that is left of me is Love...give it away." 

 

From  Maureen Barrera  to  Everyone: 

 LOVE AND PEACE AND POWER TO ALL.                 

 

From  Joleen DuBois  to  Everyone: 

 Our  Love to you Tuija and Hidi and the entire family from the White Mountain Educational organization. 

 

From  Jose Becerra  to  Everyone: 

       Tuija      

 

From  Uta Gabbay  to  Everyone: 

 Michael blessings on your journey! Thank you for everything!        

 

From  Tarja Salomaa  to  Everyone: 

 What a Sacred and Blessed Experience - with much gratitude, thank you Tuija and family <3 

 

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

 Kiitos, Tuija 

 

From  Debbi Lyon  to  Everyone: 

 Hail and farewell, dear Brother. Stay close to us.                  

 

From  Maria Rosa Valdevell  to  Everyone: 



                 

 

 

 

From  Jo  to  Everyone: 

 Perfect. Beautiful. Good. True. Love to you Tuija, Heidi, and all those so close - strength and courage and 

stability at this time - jo w 

 

From  Ann Veronica Chryssis  to  Everyone: 

      

 

From  Maya Costley  to  Everyone: 

 Much love to all. 

 

From  Anna Sclar  to  Everyone: 

 Yes  Duane ,    you  said  profound  thing  about   the aura  of  Michael  being  now  more powerful...   I  

feel    its synthesizing   magnitude,   as  if    he  is expanding ,  sharing  so  much  love   and joy    to   be  a  spiritual 

pioneerr,     explorer  and    generous    soul ! 

 

From  margit  to  Everyone: 

 blessings to the journey, Love and Light dear Michael 

 

From  Phuong Bui  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you teachers and brothers and sisters. Love to you all          

 

From  Andrea Ross  to  Everyone: 

              

 

From  L Christina Andersen  to  Everyone: 

              

 

From  Jose Becerra  to  Everyone: 

       Brennon      



 

From  Annemarie Skovgaard  to  Everyone: 

 Love and Blessings Tuija, thank you. Thank you Michael. Love and Light to all. 

 

From  Bisi -️-️-        to  Everyone: 

                                  

 

From  Asha’s iPad  to  Everyone: 

 Peace love and joy to Michael. His family. And his family of humanity. Love and gratitude                    

 

From  Daisy  to  Everyone: 

                             Thank you so much and much Love and Blessings to Tuija and All!! 

 

From  Helen kunz  to  Everyone: 

        

 

From  Marianne Larsson  to  Everyone: 

 Tuija thank you för ending the Powerful Beautiful Vigil so much Dignity Harmony Peace Sacredness and 

ChristLove Blessings toAllof you in TheTemple of Silence   Marianne 

 

From  Andrew  to  Everyone: 

 Beautiful and courageous Tuija. Love from Andrew 

 

From  Suzy Miller  to  Everyone: 

 …"and...when all that is left of Me is Love....give it away"... 

 

From  Robbie Adkins  to  Everyone: 

 Blessings to this powerful teacher and wonderful soul. 

 

From  Ville Viinikka  to  Everyone: 

 Love and Gratitude              

 



From  Phuong Bui  to  Everyone: 

 Blessings to your journey dear Michael       

 

 

From  Asha’s iPad  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you dearest Tuija. Lots of love                

 

From  Dot Maver  to  Everyone: 

 Heartfelt Gratitude and a Deep Bow in the Spirit of Peace as the Journey Continues                

 

From  RISA D  to  Everyone: 

 Love to all….heart to heart -  Risa 

 

From  Lynne Gordon  to  Everyone: 

 Many blessings for a joyous transition dear Michael 

 

From  Anna Sclar  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you  for  your  Love for  us,  for  teaching,  being ,   blessing  .   Be  wIth  us .  Be  blessed,  loved  and  

know  that you  are- God! 

 

From  Phuong Bui  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you Tujia     

 

From  Morya Federation EH Facilitators  to  Everyone: 

 I remain in the service one with all of you dearest brothers and sisters. Solemn and sacred momento we 

could assist, thanks to the inmense Love,  Tuija, Heidy and family members.} 

 

From  Ville Viinikka  to  Everyone: 

 Kiitos Tuija, niin koskettavaa      

 

From  Aurea  to  Everyone: 

                     



 

From  Martha Gallahue  to  Everyone: 

 Peace Love and Joy to all..  great gratitude to Tuija and creators of this beautiful closing.   Let this  

communion of love ever preside in our hearts and throughout the world. 

 

From  Mirna Derungs  to  Everyone: 

 Love is here to stay.  Wondrously here to stay… beloved Teacher. Like Yourself. 

 

From  Anna Sclar  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you   dear Tuija    for  sacrificial  loyalty and  love.  Be  blessed! 

 

From  nienke roeterdink  to  Everyone: 

 Love and gratitude  Thank you ,Thank you Michael  Thank you dear Tuija and Heidi 

 

From  Martine Dupont  to  Everyone: 

                        

 

From  Hồ MinhQuang  to  Everyone: 

 Love and Blessings Tuija, thank you. Thank you Michael. Love and Light to all.              

 

From  Maria Cristina Donnadieu  to  Everyone: 

 Joy and tears...as hearts burst... 

 

From  Aleksandr  to  Everyone: 

 Michael stroke a perfect note again bringing the community into recognition of its Unity on the height of 

the Aquarius wave. This is our next big thing — to hold the vibrant inner connection as the World Group expands 

in self recognition of Unity of Purpose. Thank you, dear Brother. We will continue our joint work. We know you 

are with us. 

 

From  Anna Sclar  to  Everyone: 

 yes , so  many  tears,   humility  and gratitude!. 

 

From  Heidi Robbins  to  Everyone: 



 Friends, this song was playing as dad passed. 

 

From  Joke Gielen  to  Everyone: 

 yes, very earthly tears, no doubt Mihael wil be missing 

 

From  Linda R  to  Everyone: 

                 

 

From  iPad de odile  to  Everyone: 

 Blessing to all 

 

From  Joke Gielen  to  Everyone: 

 Thinking about you, Tuija, taking a seriuos cross 

 

From  Anna Papadaki  to  Everyone: 

 LOVE, GRATITUDE AND BLESSINGS TO MICHAEL, HIS WIFE, HIS CHILDREEN AND ALL OF YOU. 

 

From  Jose Becerra  to  Everyone: 

 "In the centre of the will of God I stand.  

 Naught shall deflect my will from His. 

 I implement that will by love. 

 I turn towards the field of service. 

 I, the Triangle divine, work out that will  

 Within the square and serve my fellowmen." 

 

From  Dana  to  Everyone: 

 Essence of the Divine, Love Wisdon in and through the entire group 

 

From  Monique Pommier  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you dear Tujia, I am immensely grateful for the sacred heart of blessedness and love you have  held 

Michael and us  all on a joint ascent between worlds. 

 



From  Maria Cristina Donnadieu  to  Everyone: 

 What an incredibly beautiful death....and entrance into greater life.... 

 

From  Pamela Joy  to  Everyone: 

 God Bless Michael on his remarkable journey Here on Earth and beyond It was truly an honor to have met 

you Michael you have touched my life. Blessings to to your family With abundant Love Pamella 

From  Heli  to  Everyone: 

 Sydämellinen kiitos Tuija <3  Voimia haasteellisiin aikoihin. En voisi olla kiitollisempi saatuani osallistua 

tähän prosessiin. En olisi se mitä olen tänään ilman Michaelin vaikutusta. Näiden tilaisuuksien kauneus oli 

ylimaallista. Jäljelle jää vain rakkaus! Kiitos sinulle ja voimia jaksamiseen teille täällä Suomessa ja Heidille ja 

Michaelin koko perheelle. "Olen vetäytynyt leutoon valoon. Silti teidän olen. Te myös lähelläni käytte 

edelleen....Viimein sinne, missä teitä varron kevein askelin te saapukaa... Suurella kiitollisuudella ja Rakkaudella..... 

A heartfelt thank you to Tuija <3 Forces at challenging times. I couldn't be more grateful to be involved in this 

process. I wouldn't be who I am today if it wasn't for Michael's influence. The beauty of these occasions was 

supermacical. All that's left is love! Thank you and strength to cope with you here in Finland and Heidi and 

Michael's whole family. "I have retreated to a mild light. And yet I am yours. You also near me still visit.... 

Finally, where you 100% take light steps, you will come... With great gratitude and love..... 

 

From  Anne Parker  to  Everyone: 

            

 

From  Anna Papadaki  to  Everyone: 

 This is a real departure ceremony,. 

 

From  iPad de odile  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you Tuija and thank you Michael for your teaching, love and wisdom that will pervade forever.  

Much blessing and gratefulness to you and your family 

 

From  Duong Trieu  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you, Michael; My Lighthouse! 

 

From  Robin Kornides  to  Everyone: 

 Godspeed, elder brother...          

 

From  Carol Merrifield  to  Everyone: 



 MDR will be so missed, even as the Light and Love he Emanated so brilliantly throughout his life shines 

eternally. Love and prayers to his beloved family and loved ones. 

 

From  Lori Ann Smith  to  Everyone: 

 What an extraordinarily beautiful moment!!! 

 

From  Bruno Dias  to  Everyone: 

 "I stand in the center of God's will, I carry out that will with Love, I move into the field of service. I, the 

divine triangle, carry out this will within the square and serve my fellow men". 

 

From  Francis  to  Everyone: 

 Michael is still with us and we are with him in the One Life.       

 

From  Tuula  to  Everyone: 

 Thank You Tuija about this Sacret moment! God Bless You Michael about Your work with us! 

10:45:15 From  Maya Costley  to  Everyone: 

 "Cultivate responsiveness to the Great Ones, aim at mental expansion and keep learning. think whenever 

possible in terms of the abstract or numerical, and by loving all, work at plasticity of the astral body. In love of all 

that breathes comes capacity to vibrate universally, and in the astral pliability will come responsiveness to the 

vibrations of the Great Lord."  WM 265 

 

From  Martha Gallahue  to  Everyone: 

 Then,  Dear Heidi,  we will ever her this song through the note he sounded in form. 

 

From  Francis Donald  to  Everyone: 

 Yes– a sacred traveling song. 

 

From  Cay  to  Everyone: 

 Truly a memorable Tribute to this beloved One! 

 

From  Dot Maver  to  Everyone: 

      Tuija, Heidi, Brennon and family    thank you for sharing with this spiritual family such a unifying 

sacred uplifting experience… standing with you in the Fire of Love 

 



From  Jessica Baird  to  Everyone: 

 This song is other worldly beautiful! Thank you for sharing and touching our hearts & minds, holding the 

sacred space wide open…have never felt this deep of love emanating.       

 

From  Mirna Derungs  to  Everyone: 

 Do you have the name of the singers ? 

From  Lynette Malone  to  Everyone: 

 Thankyou Michael for your teaching, your kindness and light and for guiding me to my spiritual family.  

thankyou Tuija and family and much love to everyone 

 

From  Diane Nutter  to  Everyone: 

 Dear Tuija, so beautiful, kiitos. With much Love and many Blessings to Michael, Tuija, your families, and 

everyone in the group.                                

 

From  Cindy Howard  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you Tuija, for this beautiful service in honor of Michael. Blessings to you, Heidi & family as you 

continue forward with his work, as well as your own. You & your children also are such a blessing to us, and I look 

forward to meeting you in person one day. Sending you so much love, gratitude & blessings! 

 

From  Winni  to  Everyone: 

 A gift from the Gods to All of us Thank you so much LOVE LOVE LOVE 

 

From  Tia Clark  to  Everyone: 

 In this life moving ever onward, I bow to you Tuija, Haydee, and  the members of the Morya Federation 

who provided such a beautiful opportunity to say thank you and honor such a bright star...       

 

From  Tung T. Pham  to  Everyone: 

                             

 

From  Bruno Dias  to  Everyone: 

 thanks for this memorial Mike 

 

From  Francis Donald  to  Everyone: 

 Just to add my gratitude to all yours, group. - Martha Shepp 



From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 Your presence has been a divine blessing and we will be together again soon to carry forward the work.  

Send all your love and strength to the family who will feel this loss more than any of us.  WE LOVE YOU TUIJA 

HEIDI BRENNON MATHEW and any and all family 

 

 

From  Walter Pullen  to  Everyone: 

                                

 

From  Maria Cristina Donnadieu  to  Everyone: 

          Brennon      

 

From  Anna Sclar  to  Everyone: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HsM_VmN6ytk 

 

From  Anam Cara  to  Everyone: 

 Thank You Michael 

 

From  Anna Sclar  to  Everyone: 

 We  meet  again! 

 

From  Anne Parker  to  Everyone: 

 In Michael’s words, as I heard him say so many times at the end of his many recordings and live webinars, 

 “Bye for now” 

       

 

From  Patrice Egleston  to  Everyone: 

 Blessings and love to Michael and all. 

 

From  Pamela Lewis  to  Everyone: 

 May we radiate this light and love expansively as we walk forward in the One Work.  We are One. Thank 

you Tuija, Heidi and family for sharing this sacred time with those of us who hold you in light and love 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HsM_VmN6ytk


From  Steven Veeneman  to  Everyone: 

 Indeed, Thank you Michael.  God speed Brother. 

From  Bisi -️-️-        to  Everyone: 

 Love you Tuija and the family                Divine Blessings and Love and Light          

 

From  Lynne Gordon  to  Everyone: 

 Thank You Tuija for this lovely space to honor Michael 

 

From  Mark Metzger  to  Everyone: 

      

 

From  William  to  Everyone: 

 A great soul is now returning to his ashramic abode, and what he has given to Humanity will have 

enduring and uplifting value for centuries to come. We all have been blessed by his presence in our lives. 

 

From  Michael  to  Everyone: 

 A heart felt thanks for all you shared Michael. What a beautiful life of service and expression of the love of 

Christ in action.  Blessing on your path dear brother. 

 

From  Uta Gabbay  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you Tuija and Heidi and Mikha’el and all for holding this sacred space, a magical bridge between 

the worlds. This bridge will continue being of magnetic service                  

 

From  Maria Cristina Donnadieu  to  Everyone: 

 Yes!  a magical bridge between the worlds...of continuing magnetic service.... 

 

From  Marianne Larsson  to  Everyone: 

 Michael you are my leading Star in the Esoteric Teaching Love Marianne 

 

From  rebecca   to  Everyone: 

 Heidi shared with us that this is the song that was playing when Michael left his body. Mikhael Crow has 

provided the link  

 it: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5N-zLWXuUW8 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5N-zLWXuUW8


 

From  Jeannine  to  Everyone: 

 From start to finish the vigil was soul energy deeply felt. Visually interactive in our human nature. 

 

 

From  rebecca   to  Everyone: 

 Yes indeed. What a magnificent journey we are sharing . 

 

From  Sarah’s iPhone  to  Everyone: 

 We love you Michael. Trail Blazer, fellow Aries brother and most of all … a teacher for humanity. Your 

work will prove to be invaluable for the NGWS! 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 And we send our support love and courage to the family and we look forward to what Michael would 

have wanted us to do to continue forward in even greater unity 

 

From  Maria Mikhailas  to  Everyone: 

 Grateful to be a newbie in the large and beautiful family. Thank you to Michael and Tuija and so many 

others! 

 

From  Wendy Thompson  to  Everyone: 

 Deep gratitude dearest Tuiji. Exquisitely beautiful honouring of this moment as we stand with the Christ in 

the Fire of Love.  In Communion in the One Heart.                  

 

From  Jeannine  to  Everyone: 

 The 2 Volumes  book "Tapestry of the Gods"  from Michael gave us a valuable Esoteric key to 

understanding human Nature. via the understanding of the Seven Rays. 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 please send any and all tributes to mikhaelcrow@gmail.com so we can start this process 

 

From  Jan Oliveira  to  Everyone: 

 Maria, im sure youre not a newbie, so glad you were here. 

 



From  Maria Mikhailas  to  Everyone: 

 No, Jan, not a newbie… only in relative terms. Thank you for acknowledging!       

 

From  rebecca   to  Everyone: 

 Mikhael Crow  

 His Great Heart will be praying that we hear our own Hearts call to send us where we are most needed . 

And you have heard that call from your Heart and you have anchored this Sacred Vigil with Love and Clarity of 

mind throughout 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

              

 

From  Baiba Vija Strads  to  Everyone: 

              

 

From  Lori Ann Smith  to  Everyone: 

 I'm in awe of how spiritually perfect the last three days have been...meaning the timing and quality of 

Michael's passing, the immense love poured forth from the group, and Tuija's ability to lead the Full Moon 

Meditation, showing much strength and grace...thank you!       To Michael's children: How blessed you are to have 

such a Father!⭐ May you continuously sense his Light and Love surrounding you, and his wisdom guiding you! 

My love goes out to you!!!      

 

From  Jose Becerra  to  Everyone: 

 Yes, Anne, “Bye for now” 

 

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

 Adieu. 

 

From  Joke Gielen  to  Everyone: 

 Tot ziens . Infinite gratitude for your tremendous gifts               

 

From  Morya Federation EH Facilitators  to  Everyone: 

 Perhaps we will continue working together, with our Beloved MDR, but in a new way….Uranus pouring His 

energies on our group 

 



From  Yvenica Calixte  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you for your teaching and love forever grateful. Forever in our heart 

 

From  Maria Cristina Donnadieu  to  Everyone: 

 "Bye for now"           

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 The song ends the candles go out a final time and we now go forward and we see each other again soon. 

 Stay tuned for more info 

 Hold the light and feel the great love 

 

From  CHRISTINE Mohr  to  Everyone: 

 I know that Michael was a great SOUL and I feel he has gone on to his reward. Carry on.. Love to the 

family . 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 big love to all and big hugs! 

 

From  Yvenica Calixte  to  Everyone: 

            

 

From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

 and to you. 

 

From  Dana  to  Everyone: 

 Love to All 

 

From  Marion  to  Everyone: 

 TO YOU ALL ! 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 please send tributes to mikhaelcrow@gmail.com 

 



From  Sharon Little  to  Everyone: 

 So mote it be 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 AHO 

From  Marion  to  Everyone: 

 AHO 

 

From  neysa b  to  Everyone: 

 Love & Blessings to all 

 

From  christranka  to  Everyone: 

 Aloha ‘oe Aloha’oe 

 

From  Pamela Lewis  to  Everyone: 

 In the front cover of my worn copy of Tapestry of the Gods Vol II, Michael wrote a note to the owner of 

the book, as I believe he would say,, or perhaps is saying to all of us now,  You are a blessing to Hierarchy and your 

work is a tribute to the Great Master KH. Your work is wonderful. God bless.  In the service of the One, Your 

brother, Michael. Aug 8, 1990 

 

From  Anna Papadaki  to  Everyone: 

 We keep the contact 

 

From  Asha’s iPad  to  Everyone: 

 Nameste       

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 we are together 

 

From  Marion  to  Everyone: 

 we are one 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 



 :bows: 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 Namaste 

 

From  Maria Cristina Donnadieu  to  Everyone: 

 Aho! 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 AHO! 

 

From  Maria-Cristina  to  Everyone: 

 Thank you all for this beautiful ceremony. Thank you Tuija. Thank you Mickael Crow for your continual 

online support. Much love to all. See you soon.            

 

From  Anna Papadaki  to  Everyone: 

 Namaste 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 Love you all so much and look forward to continuing the work together 

 

From  Jeannine  to  Everyone: 

 All the chats overwhelming show how grateful participants are to Michael, to the family , and to all who 

contributed to the vigil various presentations.  It was indeed spiritually extraordinary and rewarding to OUR 

hearts and minds.  Joy to all.  Jeannine 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 The Ceremony has concluded but we are still on the path 

 

From  Rose Bates  to  Everyone: 

 Om Om Om 

 

From  Lori Ann Smith  to  Everyone: 

 Bye for now. Much love to All!⭐ 



 

From  Uriana  to  Everyone: 

 thank you so much for these past few days of sharing xoxo 

 <3 

 

From  Mirna Derungs  to  Everyone: 

 Many blessings to you all. Heartfelt thanks. Mirna 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 also send Tuija great strength and love as well as Hedi Brennon and Mathew as they deal with this great 

loss 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 visit the Makara vigil page for up to date chat history and tributes as they come in 

 https://www.makara.us/portal/?page_id=1148 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 The Last of the Mohicans here... 

 I know it is near impossible to say a final farewell but it is only a bye for now 

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 Ok dear hearts this is the red button push time 

 Bye for now and we shall meet again soon 

 we go forward as one with greater light because of Michael 

 

From  Rose Bates  to  Everyone: 

 Bye or now 

 

From  Uriana  to  Everyone: 

      

 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

https://www.makara.us/portal/?page_id=1148


 and we mourn then start our work anew 

From  Mikhael Crow  to  Everyone: 

 LOVE YOU ALL! 

From  Maya Costley  to  Everyone: 

 Love to all. 

Post Vigil Tributes 

Dot Maver to Everyone (18 Feb 2022) 

This week of Aquarian intensity and the withdrawal of beloved brother Michael on the day of the Aquarius Full 

Moon has afforded us an opportunity that makes the heart sing. Heartfelt gratitude to Duane, Jose and others 

who have taken the time to share so deeply, so fully, as the term eulogy comes to heart and mind. MIchael, with 

the glorious assistance of Tuija provided a time of unity in the world group that opens a way forward ... onward, 

upward and through ... as this remarkable journey continues. Standing with all in the Fire of Love, deep peace, Dot 

 

Antonella Nobilio to Everyone 

Gratitude to all the sharing. Gratitude to the Vigil point of tension of our Ashram, in this initiatory time&space. 
 
Now, immersed in the receptive and liberating Waters of Pisces, the Christ the Savior, in the exceptional Presence 
in It of Its Agents of transmission Jupiter and Neptune (the last time was in 1855), here is an important quote 
about the Ashram of the new Group of world Servers, which Aleksandr shared with some of the English-speaking 
community, on the occasion of the passage into the Light of our great servant and dearest Brother Michael: 
 
"The inner Ashram is a focus of souls, free and unlimited; the outer Ashram—under the future Aquarian 
experiment—will be composed of a focus of personalities and souls. Limitation will, therefore, exist; responsibility 
will require conscious recognition and there will be a necessary slowing down of both action and perception in the 
outer space-time world. 
 The true Ashram (of which the coming outer Ashrams will be but reflections) is not for lower concrete mind 
discussion. It is a focal point of receptivity; it embraces the effort to establish mutual contact through an united 
recognition of the vision, of the esoteric basis of life and the laws governing action. It is not a place, however, for 
long and silent meditation processes, for it is a point of tension where, together, the Ageless Wisdom in its more 
esoteric aspects is discussed, where the nature of soul relationship is recognised and where the fusion of auras 
and the inter-blending of the "Triangles" goes forward consciously. An Ashram is the state of mind of a spiritual 
group. It is a point of united thought; it is a centre for the clarification of the vision and not of physical plane 
methods of work. As disciples learn to integrate themselves into a Master's Ashram, they discover that the first 
thing they have to do is to establish a basic harmony between themselves and their fellow disciples and to 
reinforce the contact between their own souls, the ashramic group and the Master. Then they learn to 
comprehend through discussion and experiment the nature of the energies which are seeking world expression, 
and the nature of the forces which must be reduced to powerlessness, if these new incoming energies are to 
prove effective in bringing about the desired changes under the Plan." DINA I, 707 
 
This month of Pisces prepares us for the Great Conjunction 2022 between the two Great Mothers of solar Space, 
Jupiter and Neptune, which geocentrically will be on April 12, in the Sign of all Beginnings Aries, 
and heliocentrically on June 6, in the sign of Gemini of the Christ as the Initiator of humanity.  
Let us prepare it at the point of tension of the Great Ashram of the Hierarchy: 
 

The Great Master's Ashram frees the prisoners of the Planet! 


